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Introduction 

Dr. J.A.F. Gardner, Superintendent, Vancouver Laboratory, FPRB. 

This symposium is the result of the efforts of a task-force 

oonsisting of A.L. Paterson, Plant Superintendent of Timber Preservers 

Ltd. J X.B. Dundas, Ree-iona.l Hanager, Canada, Creosoting Co. ; A. Webster, 

Assistant to the District Engineer, B.C. and Yukon District, Department 

of Publio Works of Canada; and G. Bramhall, Research Offioer, Vanoouver 

Laboratory, Forest Produots Research Branch. 

The task-force was set up to inv'3stigate failures of marine 

piling in B. C. coastal waters, and to make recommendations which would 

resul t in inoreased life of wooden piling in marine construction. 

The purpose of the symposium is to present to those involved in 

marine construction information on the use of wood, its advantages and 

disadvantages, how it should be handled, and what practioes should be 

avoided in order to build an economical structure with a long service 

life. 

The program has been drawn up to present first a discussion of 

marine borers, the cause of most of the difficulties in marine oonstruction. 

Then papers follow on the characteristics and seleotion of marine wooden 

piling, construction practice from two points of view, and on under-water 

inspection of wooden piles. The program closes with a look into the future 

on what new developments may be expected in making better piling for 

marine use. 

The speakers today are all experts in their field. What theY' 

have to say is the result of their own personal experienoes. After each 

address there will be an opportunity for questions and for disoussion. 
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We hope you who have already shown your interest by coming will make good 

use of this opportunity presented by havine so many knowledgeable people 

gathered in one place, and present your problems to them for disoussion. 



MARTIrE BORERS TIT B.C. COASTAL 'vATERS 
Dr. D.B. Quayle, Pacific Biological Station, 
Department of Fisheries, Nanaimo, B.C. 

�� main task this morning is to lay a foundation or a biological 

background for the succeeding speakers; to give an idea, for those who may 

not be too well acquainted with these animals, of what these animals are 

like. To some of you it may be old hat, but you will have to bear with me. 

The marine borers that we have in British Columbia belong to two 

main .groups--the Crustaceans, which are allied to insects, crabs, shrimps, 

and the Mollusks, allied to the clams and oysters, which most of you know 

very well. The main molluscan animal with which we are concerned is one 

belonging to the family Teredinidae, hence the general appellation teredo 

for most shipworms. 

Bankia 

Shipworms generally all belong to the family Teredinidae--hence 

the name Teredo as applied. to the individuals of the .groups. But there are 

several genera wi thin the family. The genus Teredo is the commonest and 

most widely spread �enus. It is not, however, as yet represented on the 

B.C. ooast. Our speoies is Bankia setacea although we also have xy1ophaga. 

In 1958 I picked up Teredo navalis in Willapa Harbour. Its previous known 

northern distributional limit was San Francisco Bay. I would venture to 

prediot that it may be only a matter of time before we have it in Georgi� 

Strait for certainly .the necessary ecological conditons exist here. 

To return to Bankia and to set the stage for the suoceeding 

speakers, here are the salient features of its biology. 

1 .  It is a bivalve mollusc and. has two shells like a clam. 

2. The shells are mortified to form wood rasps with the muscular 

adapts.tions necessary to perform the task of rasping. 
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J. It has all the other anatomical features of a normal bivalve mollusc 

such as a clam, with a blood. vascular system, nervous system, gill 

apparatus and Siphon or neck. 

(a) The digestive system is modified to permit utilization of some 

wood fractions as food but it can also feed on plankton, the 

normR.l food of most bivalve molluscs. 

(b) The neck or siphons are modified to permit water and waste 

passage through a relatively small opening between the burrow 

and the outside water. There is a further modification in the 

form of calcareous feathers or pallets which permits the animal 

to stop up tightly the burrow entrance. 

4. Growth is relatively fast. It appears that few Bankia survive past 

about two years. 

,5. Breeding. There are male and female :Ba.nkia and the eggs and sperms 

are.discharged freely into the surrounding water where fertilization 

takes place. To permit an adequate level of fertilization, mass 

spawning involving numerous animals must take plaoe. This usually 

involves some method of stimulus. External fertilization also implies 

extremely large numbers of eggs. For example an oyster produoes up to 

,500 million. :Ba.nkia will produoe about the same order of magnitude. 

After fertilization, there is a larval development with a free swimming 

period. The length of the period is probably between 10 and 20 days, 

long enough to permit oonsiderable dispersal. There is high mortality 

but this is compensated fo� by the large rntmber of eggs produoed. 

At a speoific larval size, settlement occurs, initially by means 

of a byssal thread. Teeth develop rapidly and the animal is soon buried. 
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Breeding Period 

There have been a number of studies to determine the breeding 

season in B.C. waters and the fact that none are in complete agreement is 

not surprisine. Two reasons are responsible. 

1. This type of coastline produces a wide range of ecological conditions 

not necessarily associated with latitude or proximity to the open ocean. 

2. Bankia setacea is relatively � lo�' temperature breeder, hence it has 

greater latitude in breeding time than a high temperature breeder in 

these latitudes. Low water temperatures occur more readily and for 

longer perjods than high temperatures. It is suspected that shallow 

water populations breed in fall end f3prine while deep water ( below the 

thermocline) populations may breed in summer as well as at other seasons. 

l20C. has been mentioned as an upper limit to Bankia breeding. 

At any rate, breedinrr may occur at all times of the year to a 

greater or lesser degree at one level or another. 

The breeding season needs to be determined for each locality and 

each depth. This may not be exactly the same each year or at the same 

intensity. More analytical study is required on this phase of life history. 

The B.C. Research Council's test block program is yieldine important informa

tion. Long-term observations are essential. 

Limnoria 

Limnoria, also known as the gribble or pinworm, is an isopod 

crustacean. It is a very small animal not exceeding five millimetres in 

length. \·lhat it lacks in size it makes up for in numbers. 

The body is made up of three regions: the head, thorax and abdomen. 

The head holds six appendages amor� which are the mandibles, the main organs 
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used for boring. The thorax is made up of seven segments each of which 

bears a pair of jointed legs. In the temale, brood pouches for holding eggs 

are formed on the second, third, fourth and fifth sections during the breed

ing season. The abdomen consists of six sections, five of which carr,y flat 

appendages oalled pleopods which are used for swimming and respiration. The 

las� segment of the abdomen is' the telson on whioh are located the main 

charac�eristics for species identirica�ion. 

l2.2! 

Limnoria is capable, by means of cellulolytic enzymes, of attack

ing cellulose and is thus able to utilize wood as a food, but m� aspects 

of Limnoria nutrition are still in the realm'of �ontroversy. 

Growth 

b. tripunctata can grow 1 mm. in 1eneth during the five summer and 

fall months. Growth is slow during the winter. Death ocours in early winter 

of the second year. Females are larger than the males. 

Reproduction 

There is usually a male and a female in each burrow with the 

latter at the blind end apparently doing the active burrowing. Pairing by 

the sa�e animals may last for several months. Males usually migrate first 

and establish the burrow. Animals of the same species occur together. ��e 

is no evidenoe ot interspecific breeding. 

After fertilization, large yolky eggs are deposited in the brood 

pouch formed from plates arising from the inner base of thoracic legs two 

to five. The eggs develop with�n the brood pouch for about three to four 

weeks and the young, about one mm. in length, are released as fully formed 

animals. 
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h lienorum produces a 'li'iaxim1.JTn ()f J.5 OVA. with a. mean ot 22; 

L. guadripunctata produces Ii maxjml� of 17 ova with a mp.an of 9.;; 

h tripunctata produ.ces a maxi.mum of 22 ova with a mean of about seven. 

Several broods may be produced on one season. The minum\� ovigerous 

temperature for L. licnorum i s  about SoC.; fo1:' h quati1:'ipunctatF.!, above] OoC. 

ann for h t.ri.punctn t:'1: above 15°C. 

IvIigration 

The1:'e is no planktonic 1",,..va1 sta·cp. , so (11spers.<;1.1 must occur 

through transport by floating wood or by swimming. The mierato�J stimulus 

is stil l uncertain. In EU"l"ope the m.<;1.ximum mi[;ration precedes the maximum re-

productive p eriod. Hen-zies and Johnson sue-cest over-population as -the 

migratory stimulus, i . e . ,  f0l10wing intens e hrp.edin� activity. 

Boring: 

The body is held in position by the lees ann claws with those of 

the first th1:'ee legs di1:'ecteo backwa1:'dR I'1.nrt the other four p,1:'e directed 

forward. The actual. borinc is car1:'ied out by the assymetrice,l mancUbl es • 

.A rasp and file mechA.nism is SllZ,�Ated. The head can he buried wi thin 24 

hours but may take four to six days to be completely enclosed , but this is 

very variable . The deepest burrow is about one inch from the surface , 

l i mited by the need for adequate vater ct:rculation for respiration. 

General Biology 

1. A salinity of 10 parts per thousand is lethal to all species after about 

10 days. 

2. Each species can exist on 4 hnurs immersi on in 12. 

)0 The greatest concentration of h lip,norum occurs in deeper waters. 

4. h tripunctata is best adapte,i to intert idal cond! tions. 
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s. In B.C. there seems to be no L. tripun� settlement between Auu�st 

and April and settlement is not significant until May when surfaoe 

temperatures range between 100 and 15°C. There is slight aotivity in 

� lignorum through the winter. At Kyuquot the greatest attaok b,y 

� ligno� ooours during the period between mid-February and mid-M�. 

Until M�, 1961, we in British Co11�bia had every reason to oon

gratulate ourselves as beine the possessor of only one speoies of gribble, 

pinworm, or Limnori� when we looked at California with three speoies, one of 

whioh was a oreosotophile. Our own speoies, Limnoria lignorum, was a nuisanoe 

. to be sure, but it oould be lived with and there was always oreosote for 

proteotion. But the finding of � tripunotata at Crofton in May, 1961, 

shattered the complacency with regard to the gribble menace. All authorities 

do not look upon � tripunotata as a separate speoies, but·regardless of its 

taxonomio status it is oertain we are dealing with two different entities. 

My own feeling, because of signifioant and oonstant morphologioal oharacters, 

assooiated fauna (Fa11iou1ina and nematodes) and oooupany of separate, or at 

the best overlapping ecologioal niohes, is that these are two good and 

distinot speoies. 

Normally, the extension of the ran�e of this animal from San 

Franoisoo to Crofton would have excited little more than academic interest, 

for new distributional records are oontinually being found. However, the 

fact that this animal is a wood borer and that it bores into creosote treated 

timber, at least in semi-tropioal waters, removed it immediately from the 

realm of the academiq. Few areas in the world have such a wealth of exposed 

widely distributed structures as British Columbia, as witness the relative 

difficulty in obtaining samples of Limnoria in the state of WaShington. 
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This distributional record immediately raiRed two important 

questions: 

1. Is it indigenous or is it a recent introduction and does it ocour 

only in the Crofton area? 

2. Is it as destructive in B.C. conditions as it is reputed to be in 

semi-tropical waters? 

The first question could have been most easily answered by ref

erence to early collections of Li�noria but a reasonably exhaustive search 

failed to disclose any. If anyone here has a piece of Limnoria-infested 

wood, from bygone days with a date , I would be elad to have it. This is 

a serious reflection on our system of recordine our fauna and flora and its 

oha.nees. The alternative indirect method was to determine the distribution 

of the animal in B.C. to see if this would provide a clue. Accordingly, 

samples of infested wood , both creosoted and uncreosoted were obtained from 

many areas between Oreeon and the Queen Charlotte Islands. To date , over 

10 , 000 animals contained in 112 colleotions he.ve been examined and identified. 

The results of this survey indicate: 

1. b.. tripunctata is widely thoueh not contl.nuously distributed throughout 

Georgia Strait. 

2. So far it has been found only two areas outside of Georgia Strait and 

these are Sooke and Sarita in Barkley Sound. 

J .  It apparently occurs in areas of relatively hieh summer water temperatures. 

These, in B.C. , Washington and Oregon are in turn assooiated with the culture 

of the Japanese oyster .2.!. ei&'a.s and with the exception of the Sarita sample , 

the correlation has been perfect , although even here the meohanism for its 

introduotion into Barkley Sound in known. 
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It may be tentatively concluded from these data that because of 

its wide distribution, the animal has been in British Columbia waters for 

a considerable time. The discontinuous distribution would lead one to 

believe it is not indigenous, for native species usually have, within limits, 

a fairly continuous distribution. Follow up qturlies will be required to 

determine whether the distribution has stabilized. 

The correlation between the: OC�Ul'T'�l'\ce of L. tripunctata and the 

Japanese oyster has been mentioned and the obvious question arises as to its 

significance. About 14 other marine invertehrate species have been added to 

. our fauna through the mechanism of oyster seed imports. Since Limnoria 

tripunctata OCCllrS in Japan it is not unreasonable to suppose this could be 

a possible source. Certainly the mechanism for the transfer is there. 

An alternative place of oriein is obviollsly California. It would 

be expected, however, that if our h tripunctata were derived from there, we 

would also have Limnoria guadripunctata whose ecoloeical requirements, par-

ticularly that of temperature, are much more suitable for British Columbia 

conditions than h tripunctata. This is demonstrated in the following table. 

In addition, the mechanism for transport is not nearly so obvious as in the 

case of a possible Japanese ori�in. 

Table I 

Temperature and Limnoria 

M:I.nimum ovieerous Mean Sea Water 
Species temp. Temp. Area 

Limnoria lignorum Above 7.,oC. 50 - 100C. l'Torth Atlantic 
and Pacific 

Limnoria guadripuncta.ta Ahove l(�oC. 120 _ 16°C. Cs.Ufomia. 

Limnoria. trl punc ta t.a Above 15°C. 160 _ 28°C. Atlantio and 
Pacific 



:B.C. Area 

Cape Mudge 

Amphitrite 

Race Rocks 

Entrance Island 

Departure Bay 

East Point 

La.dysmi th Harbour 

Pendrell Sound 
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Tahle II 

Mean Annual Sea 1.-180 ter 
Temperature 

10.3 

10.3 

8. 9 

11.1 

11.2 

Table III 

Range 0C. 

6. 7-14.0 

7 • .5-13.1 

7.4-10.8 

6. 8-17. 0 

6 • .5-17.8 

8.8-22.1 

S�er Sea Hater Temperature Character:istics--Se1ected Areas 

Cape Hudge 

Chrome IslB.nd 

Departure Bay 

East Point 

Above l.50C. for .5 - lO-day periods 

Above 1.5°C. for :3 months 

Above l.5°C. for :3 to 4 months 

Not above l.5°C. 

These are only theories and will remain so until samples of 

Limnoria from some time back can be found. This search is continuing. 

The second problem regarding the destructiveness of lL tripunctata 

to creosote-treated timber in :Br:i.tish Columbia waters is still unanswered. 

It is the experience in collecting the slurvey samples that both species are 

equally tolerant to what would appear to be low levels of creosote concen-

tration. In every case in the collection of samples there had been mechan.ical 
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breaks in the creosote-treated timbers. Urn.rever, I am deI"artine from 

biology here and the sample survey was not srpcifica.lly desiened to 

answer this question . Others may speak of the studies designed for this 

objective. 
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DISCUSSIon Pl'.:llIOD J\F'r�·l...[:1. JJ} .. YLI�' r:; A1)DRi�S 

Dr. Gardner: "le have a few minutes foT' discussion. Any question? 

Dr. P.C. TrUss�ll, B.C. Research Coundl: Dr. Quayle, you mentioned three 

distinct areas on our coa!3t as havin-z L. tripunctata.. 'ilie Strait of Georgia, 

Sarita, and what is the thirn? 

Dr. Quayle: Sooke. 

Mr. J.A. Rennie, B.C. �orest Products, Crofton: I have one that was remarked 

upon in "Tidel ines" in 1962. '-lith regard to the attack of Limnoria lignorum 

on creosoted piling, can Dr. Quale or anyone at the Research Council answer 

this one? Have they found � lignorum attacking creoBoted piling readily or 

only in cases where the creosote has been leached out over a period of years 

in the water? 

Dr. Quayle: I am immediately concerned in collecting samples, and I s.lways 

found that either h tripuncte.ta or � lignorum were most easily found in 

creosoted piling where there had been an injury of some sort or another. I 

reached the point where I did not even look at piling where there was no 

injury. Certainly both species are into lightly treated wood. 'Under the 

microscope and assuming that colour is a very rough guide to the intensity 

'of creosote--certainly they are in liehtly coloured wood, both of them. 

Dr. Trussell: I mieht add a bit to that, lJI'.r. Rennie. On the samples from 

Crofton referred to at that time, which were the first picked up on the coast, 

they were in fairly dark wood. Now light and darkness does not mean too much 

so far as creosote is concerned. Many of the fractions are light and possibly 

many of the fractions that are toxic are lieht, so that one can be misled on 

the matter of the darkness of the fragments. I don't see as many specimens 

around the waterfront as I used to because I don't get around, but I have 
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seen samples of fairly freshly creosoted piles at Ketchikan that have had 

Limnoria etching on the outside. The Limnoria had not penetrated to any 

depth. These would be piles of not more than say three years of age. They 

still had that sort of glossy creosote mlrface. 

Mr. Rennies \"ith regard to the Deep Sea Dock, Research Council is studying 

that. h tripunctata. is actually into it now, about three-sixteenths of e.n 

inch. I believe that the count is 60 of the h tripunctata to 40 of h 

1ignorum, and what I we.s actually interested. in is if anyone had found any 

cases like that with straight � lignorum without any association of h 

tripunctata. 

Dr. Trussell: Some samples I brought down from Ketchikan proved to be � 

lignorum. Apparently they had caused some etchines, but no penetrations 

and essentially no damage. 

Dr. Gardner' An::! other discussion or questions? 

Nr. Rennie. Here is another one. Therp. should be a gentleman here who can 

answer this one. The length of time exposure to LiJllnoria tripunctata before 

the destruction of piling in our local waters. �Tow I might point out that 

while there is no definite proof, ReRearch Council did. a study of the dock. 

The dock was supposed to have been reconstructed in 1949 and I believe Mr. 

Allen over there can confirm the fact that many of the piling were absolutely 

useless within fourteen years. Now can someone give me the answers on the 

life of piling under the influence of tripunctata? 

Mr. Bramhall. vie have many records--in fact one of my jobs over the last 

several years has
· 

been to establish service records of wharves and marine 

structures in B. C. And because there were a few failures, particularly the 

Department of Public Horks at Port Alberni and Hestview, we became partioularly 
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interested in marine borers on the coast. '..rith respect to Limnoria, as you 

have just mentioned, you have apprOXimately a 50-50 attack of � lignorum 

and lI.L tripunotata attacking your wharf at Croft on. Now � lignorum has 

been around for a long, long time and because it has been around for a long 

t ime, and because some wharves have been in service for up to fift y years 

in British Columbia, that is, the piling has been in service for fifty years, 

it would raise a question of whether lI.L tripunot ata or h 1ignorum or any 

other partioular species is responsible for those failltres t hat occur. I am 

pointing out t hat it � be a defective treatment, or it � have been injury 

in driving or it may have been one of several other things that I hope will 

be disoussed today. Therefore to associate a partioular marine borer with 

such and such a length of time life of a creosoted piling--I t hink it would 

be rather meaningless at this stage. There is the question of how well it 

was t reated and until we can establish that, I think it is not very profitable 

t o  discuss it. I hope before the day is out that your question will be 

answered and probably you c an bring it up towards the end of the day if it 

isn't. We might discuss it better then. 

Pr. Quayle. At Lasqueti Bay a creosoted timber held one hundred h lignorum 

in the sample t hat I ext racted, and eleven h tripunctata. In an unoreosoted 

timber a few feet away, seven h lignorum and sixty-nine h tripunctata. A 

very queer distribution. It indicates there is a very great deal of work to 

be done on the biology of these species and on treatment. 

Dr. Gardner. I think that we had better push on. No doubt this afternoon we 

oan return to some aspects of this paper by Dr. Q)lay1e. Your questions will 

ooour to you as the whole program develops. The next paper is by Mr. J.M. 

Gurd, Vice-president of Produotion, Timber Preservers Limited in New 
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Westminster. He is going to speak on "The Selection a.nd Treatment of Marine 

Pilingtt. Mr. Gurd has a lone history in this industry, and 1s well known to 

all. of you, no doubt. Mr. Gurd. 
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SELECTION AND TREA'1.lIEl'TT OF lIlliUHE PILING 
¥.r . J .M. Gurd, Vice-President, 
Timber Preservers Limited, New �"estminstert B.C. 

In the Pacific Northwest, and in particular the Province of 

British Columbia, are several species of timber which might be thought to 

be suitable for piling. 

Western Red Cedar, although entirely suitable for use as a trans-

mission and distribution pole, is not sufficiently strone for use as a pile. 

Yellow Cedar, as it is known commercially, has sufficient strength but is 

not found in sufficiently large quantities in the sizes and lengths required 

in construction. Both types of cedar resist the penetration of preservatives 

almost entirely in' the heartwood, and although the sapwood of red cedar is 

relatively easy to treat" the yellow cedar is not. In any event, the average 

thickness of sapwood does not ordinarily exceed one-half inch in red and 

usually less in yellow. 

Western Hemlock is abundant in the area and in quantities and sizes 

entirely suitable for the purpose. Its stre�Dth iR less than that of Douglas, 

fir, but for many uses this would not he too significant. 

The sap ring is usually of satisfactory oepth and the heartwood can 

be penetrated in a fairly satisfactory manner under controlled conditions of 

pre-treatment and treatment techniques. Unfortunately, the results to date 

have been rather unsatisfactory despite a creat deal of experimentation and 

research by a number of people ano over a period of several years. 

The unsatisfactory results of treating round hemlock are generally 

thought attributable to non-unifol�ity of moisture content throughout the piece. 

The areas of relative impenetrabiJity, small though they may be, produce after 

treatment an unevenly penetrated otick which in use may be likened to the weak 
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link in a chain. Because of the ch�n�;in,:" n"'.turp of lO�:'()'in� �nii too, of 

natural reforestgtion, \lestern HI?'1)lock j s hecomin{:" 8. rr.edominant species 

and Douglas fir is becoming less obtainable. 'T'his Flt'3tement iA not to be 

construed as a problem which industry and consumer face in the immedia.te 

future, but it is a slow, inevita.hle transition in our forest resources. 

In summary, then, for the purposes of +'oday' s use as a marine 

pile, hemlock is not satisfactory. 

In the coastal areas are other srecies, as the spruces and pines, 

which may be sui table, as j s p�.rticuln.rly the case with the latter for roles 

and for other purposes but there are immfficient quanti ties of a size and 

length to meet the needs. 

Dougla.s Fir abounos in mo:::t of the coastal areas in quantities, 

leneths and sizes suitahl,e for the use intended. Doug-lasFi.r is plentiful too, 

throughout the Province and provides a major source of construction material. 

The wood-preserver is faced, lmfortlmately , wi th a probl erl vlhieh ap. 

yet lEI unresolved, despite the many approaches t.0 a solution from a creat. many 

highly qualified wood presel'Vers and wood technolosists. Pacific Coast type 

Douglas Fi:r: is commonly described as the tre�s e:rovTine in 8.n area lying south 

of an imaginary line projected from Hope to the C��st in the vicinity of Prince 

Rupert. Fir growing out of this hypothetical €I.reA. is known as intermountain 

fir, mountain fir or Inlend Fh}?ire fi.r 8.nd is cOlTlJ.'leratively ham. to trea.t. 

Actually, there is no rea.l cut-off from the Coast ea.sy-t�treat, to the 

mountain hard-to-treat, but rather a gradual change from one to the other. 

It is not known. what causes the refractoriness of some tYl'es but it is com .. 

monly thought to be associated vIi th the number of "valves" permittine- the 

flov' of liquids from one wood fibre to ;mother. Marine piling must therefore 
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come from e.nd belone to, thlO! Group of r�1.ptively I'!A�y-to-treat, as mentioned, 

and classed as Pacific Co�st DOllelas Fir. Fir from other areas is entirely 

suitable for uses as railroad ties, pol!"!'; an<1 structural purposes, other than 

in marine works whlO!re eood nniform treatment is e�sential. This statement 

applied equally to the structural members associated with the pi} ine;. 

Storage 

It is customary for a wood preserving plant to pt�hase or produce 

from its own timber resources or both, Rufficient quantities of piling in 

re,nges of size a.no leneth to fill any norma.1 requirement. Dependent on the 

size of the plant and its volume of sales, inventories will ranee from 10 

thousand to 20 thousand pieces. Perha.ps the one most difficult problem is 

to anticipate the next year's requirements as to length, so as to have 

reasonably suitable quantities on hand and not be left with unwanted items 

for too long a period. 

Round Dougle.s Fir material varies substantially in the time re

quired to treat with creosote or creosote solutions from about 12 hours in 

the case of thoroughly dry me.terial, to times in excess of two days in the 

case of &�een or freshly-cut material. As the cost of treatment is made up 

of the raw material, the preservative and the cylinder hours required to 

provide the proper treatment, and as this latter is substantial due to the 

ca..pita,l cost of plant, it is desirable to treat in as short a period as may be 

practi�able. 110st usue.lly, a short time elapses between the placement' of a 

customer's order and his required date of delivery which makes it necessar,r 

to carry dry stocks. Piles stored in a yard must be stacked on treated skids 

above eround and properly stripped for seasonine. �"eeds and grass are not 

permitted around the untreated piling stocks because of fire danger and to 

permit the material to dry under sanitary conditions. The stacks are limited 
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as to height because of the crushinc caused by too Great a weight on the 

bottom pieces. 

Pil ine may be cp..rried into th� storaee yard �nd placed in stacks 

by a er�.at variety of mechanical devices. Some plants carry the material 

from the receiving end, or the peeler, with pneumatic tyred cranes. Others 

use.carriers similar to lumber carriers which straddle the loads, looomotive 

oranes running on steel rails by ove.rhead cable equipment, or by a great 

variety or combination of vehicles. Similarly, the material is later taken 

from the seasoning stack and moved to the treating plant oylinders. 

The proper seasoning time must be related to the clime.tic oonditions 

at the time. Beoause of excessive rainfall an� snow which make the logging 

inoperable from about December to :t-Iarch a.nd sometimes later in the year, 

procurement must take place during the balance of the year. Due to nonnal 

logging practices and other considerations, the inward flow to the plant is 

greatest in the fall months. 

It is common during the spring or summer, to have a forest closure 

beoause of hazardous fire conditions for one or two montha. This disorganizes 

the production operations and it takes several weeks after the closure is 

lifted, to get the material once again mr:ving into the plant. 

Treating plants located on the Fre.ser River have another problem 

to contend with, when the river freshet or period of excess flow from the 

north, makes the towing impossible. This period usually extends from May 

to August, and so the pla.nt must try to eet sufficient stores ''up-river'' 

prior to the onset of freshet to keep his plant going during this period. 

It is not uncommon for th� river to freeze over from the mouth 

upstream, which renders traffic impossible for a month or so in the winter 

months. . A treating plant grows accustomed to all of these problems and 
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learns to live with them , but these matters do interfere in some cases with 

the plant' s  operatine costs �,nd his ability to cive the buyer the delivery 

he sometimes requires for his tree,ted piles. 

The storage period referred to, therefore, varies considerably as 

stated , dependent on the receipt of the goods and the climatic conditions 

following. Generally speaking very little seasoninc, if any, takes place 

during the winter months and the greatest seasoning is from the month of 

April forward to September. As the r'3.te of drying is highest with a com

bination of warm winds and relatively high temperatures ,  fresh cut piling 

received in April , if and when this occurs , may check rather badly and render 

a fair number unsuitable for the purpose. It is probably most advantageous 

from all aspects ,  to put the piles in the yard from September on, so that 

some drying at a lower rate will permit the spri�� and summer dr,ying to take 

place without too drastic results. 

Procurement 

Occasionally (once or twice in a l ifetime) a phenomenal occurrence 

such as the hurricane Freida comes along and develops unnaturally le,rge 

quantities of round forest products which mtlst be removed almost at once for 

many reasons , but generally the supply of Pacific Coast Douglas fir piling 

are secured in a number of other ways. 

Vancouver Island and the Gulf Islands are probably the source of 

the largest quanti ties and then tr!e mainland. areas up the coast from North 

Vancouver north. . The piling contractors in these areas are generally of sub

stance , owning their own equipmeni; and able to finance their operations without 

too much difficulty. The Fraser Hiver Valley from new \oJestminster to Hope 

produces a fair quantity of suitahle material , but eenerally, the producers 

operating in these areas are very small. Aft.er making a deal with the owner 
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of the timberlands, they usually hi�e the services for falling, making and 

carting. It is not unusual for the treating plant operator to arrange with' 

the several parties involved to deduct from monies owing on the delivered 

piling, the stumpage and/or royalty, the cat-hire, the logging truck hire, 

the cartaee or towing account and arrange for the insurance in transit. The 

buyer makes an allowance if the produce� hand-peels his piling to specifica

tion at such times as the "sap is runnine" or the bark is easily removed in 

si tu. When the bark is tight on the tree J it is usually found to be too 

expensive for the operator to peel and this is done at the plant. Winter

cut piling when hand-peeled, often leaves small areas of inner bark which 

retards the distribution of preservative. 

On the other hand, some of the le.ree� companies engaged in logging 

are willing to sort out the piling type of mate�ia1 and sell at a premium price 

over that of logs. The breakaee in handling with the usual logging equipment, 

booming-ground sorting problem, and the oft-changing requirements of the saw

mill and the pulp mill eenerally results in a rather spasmodic supply from this 

source. :Host treating companies try to secure stands of re-growth crown 

timber and either log this itself, or contract the logging. 

The late Chief Justice Gordon Sloan engaged by the Provincial Gov

ernment in 1945 to survey the forest resources and inquire into all aspects 

of the continuing supply of logs for all purposes, recognized the problem 

facing the treating plant operator, if regulations were not imposed to provide 

a supply, in continuity and in perpetuity of piling and pole material. The 

Honorable Chief Justice recognized also, that a properly conducted program of 

thinning or cropping of the young growth Would provide the greatest benefits 

to the economy of the forest industry. 

Some experimental thinning operations have been conducted by a few 
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companies in this regard , hut jt is to be hoped that Government will continue 

t o  recognize the problem a.nd take the appropriate steps for the future. 

It is usual for a treB.tin.3' plant to publish its own specification 

for pil ing , but they generally agree in most matters. There are differences 

of opinions among operators concernine some items such as whether they will 

pe�it one-hal f turn of spiral in 20 feet or one turn in forty feet, which 

on the face seems to be the same thi� , but some think the former more re

striotive. Some purohase on measurements obtained at the extreme butt-end 

and some at a point one foot or three feet from the butt .  

The Department of Public 1,lorks of Canada ,  the Public Works Depart

ment of British Columbia , the Railroads and a nu�ber of other users, have 

their own specifications which as stated, although similar , do contain various 

differences , so that the wood preserving plant attempts to purchase from the 

producer within a specificati on which will permit him to meet all requirements. 

The Cane,dian Stanclards specification CSA-056-1962 , which we recom

mend , is one which should be quite satisfactory to the user. 

The wood-preserving pl ant is frequently called on to provide tech

nical assistance and guidance to the producer in the woods preparatory to the 

actual making of the pil es. Proper and efficient manufacture is an art and 

unless properly instructed or thoroughly knowledgeable, the result is unsatis

factory and wasteful. 

Preparation for Treatment 

Piling may be received at the treating plant on railroad cars, 

trucks, barges , tows , consisting of flat-rafts fastened together similar to 

logs either in bundles or strung to�ether with wire cabl es or chains. If 

unpeel ed, they then proceed through a peel ing machine to remove the bark and 

knots. They are then graded according to size and l ength and if necessary, 
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trimmed to remove excessive bends or other defects. The butt-end is then 

stamped with the symbols desicna.tinr;- the class size and length and carried 

away to the seasoning yard. At this juncture of operations a list is kept 

by the grader, including the supplier' A name, lo,r:-mark, original length and 

final length, together with reasons for cuttine-back or culling. This tally 

then provides the plant with the be.sis for payment and the Forest Service with 

the necessary data on which they assess the amount of stumpa�e and royalty. 

The piling grader is an authorized Government scaler. 

Mechanical peelin,� not only removes the bark and leaves the knots 

flush with the surface, but 8.S the cutters cut a.cross the grain of the wood 

the surface is more readily treatable. ��e cutting action also reduces the 

checking which subsequently develops in seasoning. 

Treating 

For use in the coastal waterA of British ColumbiA. which are infested 

in varying quantities with the Shipworm Bankia, ann troe surface attacker known 

as the 1imnoria, it is necessary to find a satisfactory preservative which will 

stay within the wood over long periods because it is not soluble in the sea 

water and is poisonous to these attacking agencies. Creosote oil is probably 

the best known preservative for this use and is available in the required 

quantities at all times. Most of the creosote used in Canada is produced in 

Canada. However, because of our eeographical location in relation to the 

steel mills, the plants in Britisb Columbia import their oil from Great 

Britain. 

Creosote oil is a. liquid embodyine a large number (lIf different 

components produced in the destruetive distillation of coal. This operation 

usually takes place in conjunction with the production of steel which uses 

the coke formed by the still, and the gases driven off during the operation 
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are of significant commercial value for heat and liCht. The :resid.ual 

creosote oil as sta.ted, if; mo.n.e 111' of A. 8"!rip.8 (B.!1!'roximately 162 compon

ents) of such things as napthols, cresols, rhenols, and others which when 

properly blended, make up a.n oil of verJ high toxic value and is relatively 

insoluble. The specification fo:r I}uality of creosote is very closely checked 

and the Preservatives Committee of the American '{ood Preservers is carefully 

and constantly reviewine the specifications to ensure an oil of the highest 

quality and �ermanence. It has been well established that suitable Coast 

Douglas Fir piling when properly treated. with creosote to the correct 

retentions, is eminently satisfactory and to date there appears to be 

nothing better. 

Over sixty years neo some piles were wrapped in sheets of Muntz 

metal which evidently have satisfactorily withstood the marine borers to this 

date. 'Unfortunately this ma.terial is too exrensive to be Heed tod.ay. Other 

methods of pile protection employine bAndaees of tA.:r , concrete collars, 

driven copper nails and an infinite variety of coatings and sheathings, are 

constantly being reviewed, and in some cases, tested by immersion. 

The wood preserving industry and its parents, the Canadian 

Standards Associa.tj on and the ll.merican \{oo<'l Preserving Association, is very 

much alive to its responsibilities to its customers and will never stop in 

its attempts to improve the quality of impregnants and the methods of treat

ment. 

During the last forty years the wood preserving industry in 

British Columbia has suppl�ed approxime.tely 200,000 pieces of piling for 

marine installations. In addition, large quantities of creosote treated 

piling were brOUGht in from the United states during boom construction 

periods. It is recorded that durins the past 20 yea.ra, approximately 
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150,000 pieces of creosote treated T'la.ri ne pH f!� hRVf! been install ed. 

The cost of a tree.ted pH inc in place must take into account such 

matters as the cost of the raw pile, the preservative and quantity of same, 

the treating cost, the transportation to site and pile drivine and related 

matters, and the nature of the super structure. The owner, of necessity, 

must consider such matters with a view to replacement costs and the problem 

of obsolescence after an anticipated use. 

In considerin(S the qua.nti ty of creosote oil to specify for his 

marine piling, if there should be tmcertainty due to lack of advice on the 

incidence of borer attack i n  a particular area, the owner might like to con

sider this suggestion. If a 12 lb. per cubic foot treatment is compared with 

a 14 lb., the additional C0st of the oil alone will add about six per cent to 

the cost of the raw pile, but this additional cost is only a fractional per 

cent in the total price jn place and ready to support its intended load. 

Service records and the continuing authoritative studies by com

mittees and by the Pacific Biological station will usually provide adequate 

data through the wood preserving plant on which the owner or his engineer 

can specify the precise details of his piling requirements. If he should be 

in doubt, he can obtain the very best of information in this and relate4 

matters from the Hood Preserving Division of the Vancouver Laboratory, Forest 

Products Research Branch of the Federal Department of Forestry. 

The C.S.A. who collaborates with the A.H.P.A. in speoification 

writing for preservative ·treatments, will provide the engineer with all the 

neoessary details covering all matters inoluding the Standard Methods of 

Analysis of Preservatives; Determination of Penetration; Treatment Processes; 

and Inspection. These specifications are described as C.S. A. 080-1962 with 

amendments thereto as required and subjeot to revision at least onoe a year. 
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These specifications are very comprehensive Rnd set out the l imits 

of t ime , heat , vacuum , pressure and other matters , so  as  to provide the treat-

ing plant with a �lide and the purchaser with the best pos sibl e quality of 

material . They are readily obtainable for one ' s own use ,  by c orresponding 

with either of the aforementioned organizations. 

For those who may wi sh to obtain texts on the subject , the best 

known and most comprehensive book on the subject is "'''ood Preservation" by 
.. 

Hunt and Garratt. A highly authoritative text is  '�eservative Treatment of 

'''ood by Pressure Processes" written by J .D.  MacLean of the U. S .  Forest Products 

. Laboratory. The American ':Tood Pres ervers ' Association publish a ''Manual of 

Recommended Practice" , embodying all the specifieations herein mentioned. 

Many other fine treatises and technical publ ications R.re available and one 

of the best obtainable i s  the ''Protection of Wooden Structures in B.C.  '-Iaters " 

by G. Bramhall of the Vancouver Laboratory, Forest Products Research Branoh, 

Department of Forestry. 

Sel eotion of Treatments 

As stated herein, practicf'l,lly all of the p:i.1 ing for marine use in 

thi s Province are treated with creosote oil . Foll owing will be desoribed 

the methods and techniques of plant operations , but the owner must first 

decide on the quantity of preservat ive he feel s is suitable for the intended 

use . The minimum p ermitted by any authority for marine use is  12 lbs. which 

means 12 lbs. of oil in each cubic foot of wood in the pile .  The quantity is 

determined by actual measurements of eaoh top and butt and the applioation 

of the prismoidal formula to find the cubical oontents.  

As stated , most authorities and specifications permit � minimum of 

12 lbs. but recommend 14 lbs. or 16 Ibs. for severe service conditions. The 

tendency today is  to use 14 Ibs. and 16 Ibs. for severely infested waters .  
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The penetrat i on ,  ano h enc� the retention of the prese!'Wl,t ive , must 

be o ontinuously black and o oncentrateo with hoth sprinewood gnd summerwood 

penetrated . It i s  a. phenomenon in the Dou3"laf! FiT' wood structure that the 

swnmerwood or hard er annual CTowth rines are more readily penetrated; if the 

process is not properly carried out , the reeul t will be an 1.meven so-cal led 

"Barber-pole" treatment unsuitabl e for the use. The trade name for the con

centrated , juicy black treatment i s  known as "full-cell " .  

Treatine Plant 

An up-to-date wood preservine plant may have one or more treatment 

oyl inders usually ra�ine in diameter from seven to eight feet and from a 

hundred to a hundred and s eventy-five feet in l ength. This oyl inder is designed 

to withstand high internal vacuums and as wel l ,  pressures up to 200 or more 

p01.mds per square inoh. This cyl inder is servioed from the outside storage 

tanks through a "working tank" of suffioient size to completely fill the 

oylinder after l oad to be treated i s  i n  place. 

The pil ing are l OB-ded 0n steel trams in the treating plRnt yard and 

o onveyed into the cyl inder on rai l s  after which the bie hinged cyl inder door 

i s  c losed and bolted in place . Some treatment oylinders have one door and 

others a door at eRch end , s o  that when one l oad i s  pulled out , another enters. 

At thi s stage , the oil is dropped from the working tank and is 

heated to approximately 200oF. A vacuum is sta.rted at the same t ime. The 

effect of the vaouum is to lower the b oiling point of the water within the 

wood whioh has to be withdrawn and oonsequently the wood i s  subjected to l ower 

temperatures than would otherwise be the case. 

If the piling to be treated is thoroughly air-dried as described 

elsewhere, this heating and vaouum period , referred to as conditioning ,  is 

of short duration , but if the material is wet , the prooess must be continued 
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for a c onsiderabl e time. 

Foll owing the conditionine period , creosote oil i s  pumped from a 

measuring te.nk into the treatment cyl inder wi th a constantly rj sing pres

sure up to the prescribed maximum ( this may not exceed 150 lbe. per sq. 

inch) and after sufficient time has elap s ed to have actually pressed into 

the wood the calculated quantity of oil , with sufficient Additional to com

pensate for any "kick-back" due to the releR.AE' of pressure .  

The next and final step i s  to exhaust the cyl inder o f  oil and. 

usually apply a ve.cnum of short duration, sufficient only to clean off the 

surface of the p iles of any surplus dripping preservative. 

The p il ine R.re then pull ed from the cyl inder e,nd unloe.d.ed from the 

tre.ms for i nspection and a cceptance for the purche.ser. The treating plant , 

regardl ess of any other inspection ,  does its O"nl inspection by sampl ing each 

piece in the cyl ino.er load for conformity to the specifi cs,ti ons. This i s  

usually done by boring a m i nimum of one hole and rrefere.bly four, around the 

p eriphery of each piece and at the midpoint in the l ength. Suoh borings 

provide all the information necesse:ry t(') � etermine the depth of penetration 

on the retention of rreservative. TheAe inspection hol es are then fill ed with 

a very ttehtly driven , treated pIllC'. 

The owner frequently employs an independent inspection agency who . 

i s  qualified to inspect and report on his goods . Such i nvestigati ons will 

i no lude a s9JYlpl ing and testing of the preservattve used and oop ies of the 

automatically recorded treatment c ond.i tion s  including the quantity of oil .  

As e. 1 4  lb . treatment reqll ireR �t treated ring o f  7/8 inch i n  depth 

and as any unneces sarily severe handli ng may puncture this , thus exposing 

untreated wood t o  borers , reasonabl e ce.re must b e  exerci sed in the hand. I ing 

of pil ing from the plant to the j ob and in position. Sharp-pointed tool s 
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used to roll or position the piece� should be avoided except at the ends 

and holes bored in the pile,  of necessity for braci.ne, etcetera, should be 

trea.ted where pos�ibl�, with a portRble treating device. Similarly ,  the 

freshly cut butt end must be properly treated and capped to prevent the 

entry of rot. All of these matters are adequately covered in the specifica

tion manuals referred to. 

The capital invested in a wood preserving plant , e�lipped to treat 

lone marine piline will vary, of course , accord.ine to the leneth, si.ze and 

number of cylinders, but all of the equipment required to handle and treat 

on the basis of a one cylinder plant would approximate two mil l ion dollars. 

In addition, the inventory of pil i� stock of. suitable proportions to meet 

rnodere.te needs a.nd delivery schedules , wouln accoun.t for approximately 

another quarter million dollars. 
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DISCUSSION PERIOD AFTER HR. GURD'S ADDRE3S 

Mr. W.M. Dierden, Elk Falls Co. . Is infection by Ambrosia beetles of a 

piece of timber otherwise suitable for pil ing cause for rejection? 

Mr. Gurd. This question perhaps would have to be referred to specifioations 

c overing the purcha.se of the raw ma.terial itself. The attack by Ambrosia. 

beetles so far as we are concerned on the exterior of the pile is not a 

cause for rej ection. 

Questions Mr. Gurd, to clarify the remarks with reference to burning, fire

resistance and otherwis e  of the volatiles of creosote. The newspapers 

mentioned creosote in terms of assistinff the fire in the articl es referred 

to. Do you have any comments? 

Mr. Gurdl Some years ago the CPR Pier D burned down. As you will recall 

this was a very destructive fire. It burned the superstructure right off-

burned the creosoted pil ing, but these piling to a very large extent were 

salvaged .  Mr. George Herrmann, who wa s  then the General Manager o f  the 

Ca.na.da. Creosoting Compa:ny, wrote an article on this subj ect which is perhaps 

available to you. This and other articles and experiences suggest that the 

wood of the piling acts as a wick and that the creosote on the periphery of 

the piling burns off as oil would from a wick. The experience in these fires 

is that freshly treated pil ing, shortly after it is installed, may have a 

surface coating of free oil . This oil is quite volatile and if subject to 

flame it will burn and burn off. After the pil ing is seasoned for a while 

this creosote oil is not as volatile and is not present on the surface ,  and 

is quite difficult to ignite . Tests made by eminent BrHish authorities on 

thi s  subject have shown that in actual test it has taken longer t o  ignite a 

thoroughly seasoned creosoted piling than it has an old untreated pilinff. 

So , in short, my answer to your question is that the oil burns off, perhaps 
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wil l  destroy the 'llpper port.i on , wi 1 1  8 t H l  I p.ave an p.ffec tive pi oce of wf)ed 

to support the RUpp.rstnwture nnd that th e oil i t sel f ,  whilp. i t  f!rp.l3,tes It 

very dense smoke , !1ll'l.kine it rather r'l5fficul t to fi,o;ht , 8.S these newspllper 

articles have n escribed , it r'I.oes i n m8-'1Y ca8 es extin...,ouish the fire. 

Qpesti ons Are there any speci alized tOO] 9 nn the market for hand l ine hel'l.vy 

timbers without damaging the treatment? 

Mr. Gurd' Your question would be related to tf1P. hannl in.": in pl ace hy a con

tractor directing a d ock. Of course in the treatinG' plant we use wirp. rope 

sl ings for this p'tU"'pose . If thp.re al'p. sharp c orners on pi eces which for f'lO!1le 

reason must not be damaeed , then some lac[;.in::,; Cl"-n be at tach en to the pil ine 

or put at the corners . In s ome instances some plants use a set of tones ,·Ii th 

a pad on the tongs i nstead of the sharp p oint which clamp on the p iece and 

wil l  not subject i t  to the intrns ion of the sharp pointed tool s that wouln 

otherwise be used. Perhaps th i s  is not a croed answer to your question .  I 

am not quite sure where this i s ,  in what l ocal ity, in what part of the j ob 

are you using th ese t ools? 

Question: In the matel:'ial s hei ng stock-pi l ed on sHe, the fellO\'lS wres t l ed 

it around with p eavies and cant-hooks ant'! thines � I di dn' t see any t.ool s 

. that c ould get a hold of i t .  A pA.d didn ' t '-wrk. The p i l e  was t oo slippery. 

Mr, Gurd: Well my only answer to that is that in the wood preservinc plants 

we use slings . Today thp.re is a devel opment ,·,hich is becoming more and more 

common and I bel ieve in some of the ''''000 pref'lervine pl ant s  they are using a 

type of e�lipment which has an upper and l ower j aw device which wil l  catch 

the pil ing without marking 'it, clamp i t ,  Cf').rry it in pos:l. tion and in s ome 

instances these devices wi ll turn . Th�T'P. are two types of thi s equipment on 

the market . :How the pole pronnc in� plant s and wo()n preserving plants are 

gettine more and more into the us� ()f thpqe machines , particularly for p oles 
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as they do not want to crush and cause abrasion on the surface of the piece. 

Whether this piece of equipment. wouln be suitable for a contractor or not , I 

am not sure. They are pheumatically-tired units , are quite expensive , being 

in the order of forty to fifty thousand dollars each, and they may not be 

suitable where there is an unevenness of the ground. But if it is a serious 

pro�lem--the handling of this material into place and into stock pile--piling 

oan best be handled by this  kind of equipment , certainly without any abrasion. 

That is the modern development. 

Qqestion: Is 16 lb. treatment used very frequently and where would these 

piles be used in B.C . ?  

��, Gurd: Just off hand, sir, I can only reoall o one instanoe--perhaps I oan 

ca1l on someone else here--'but the Cana.dian lTational Railways for a number of 

years used 16 lb. piling for their structures in Prince Rupert. I cannot 

recall any 16 lb. piling that ha.s 'been specified of recent days. 

�tr. K. :B. Dundas , Canada Creosoting Co. :. I think some of the consultants do 

specify 16 1bs. in modern installations. H . A. Simons calls for 16 lbs. 

y�. Gurd: And this has been used recently? 

Mr. Dierden: The Elk Falls Company have been using 16 lbs . continuously 

since 1958. 

Mr. A. Webster,  Department of Publio vlorks: The Wharf at Port Albern! is 

16  1bs. 

Mr. Gurd: Thank: you. 

Dr. Gardner: Thank you very much , Mr. Gurd. We very much appreoiate your 

pa.per and later on in the day, after the last paper, I think we will be able 

to return to some of the aspects of this symposium brought up by Mr. Gurd 

and also by Dr. �ay1e. No doubt as these papers are given you will think 

of other things that you didn' t think of when the first paper was being given 
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and eo on and I hope thl'l.t WP. can l ook forwnrn to more discu8Ri.on a.fter 

three o' clock. 
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FACTORS AFFECTTIfG TRE STJ.EHGTH OF EARINE PILInG 
¥..r. W.N. HcGouan , Raseo.reh Off'j cer ,  V8.ncouver LaboratoT'"'J ,  
Forest Products Research Branch , Department of Forestry 

Introduction 

'Ilood differFl from most structural ma.teria.l s in that it i s  a cel-

lular structure rather than a visibly crystal l ine 91" granular structure. It 

i s  c omposed of cellulose ,  lienin and minor quantities of other material s .  

Cell�lose forms the framework o f  the cell and l ienin i s  the cementing 

material that binds the cells together. The cellular structure is respons-

ibl e , to a large extent , for the characteristic differences in wood as a 

structural material . Design theory appl icable to other materials i s  not 

always applicable to wood. For this rea.son, the ene-ineer should know the 

basic characteristics of wood and factors that affect the strength of timber 

before underta.king the design of wood stnlctures .  

Th e  principal factors which affect the strength, not only o f  marine 

piling but of structural timbers in general , are as follows l inherent var ... 

iability ,  moisture content , density or specific gravity, natural and other 

defects , decay, and injurious treatment processes . Each of these factors is 

now discuss ed briefly under the following headings • 

. 1. Inherent Variability 

Strength variation i s  common t o  all materials , but wood, being an 

organic material which i s  subj ect to hereditary and site factors i s  a par-

ticularly variable product even in the clear material of a eiven species. 

Strength variation within a species is best illustrated by a plot of strength 

values against frequency of occurrence as shown in Slide 1 .  In this instance , 

the species i s  white pine in the lUlseasoned condition; the strength function 

is the modulus of rupture in pounds per square inch (i . e. the calculated 

fibre stress at maximum load) and the total number of small , clear specimens 
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is 124. The average value of the test resul ts i s  5,450 , the maximum value 

6 , 9 56 and the minimum value 4 , 200 p. s . i . The difference between the maximum 

and the minimum values i s  known as the range or spread of the distribution. 

It will be noted that , in thi s example ,  the distribution i s  symmetrical and 

that the curve , fitted to the histogram, is bell-shaped and approximates 

closely the normal curve of probability. One of the measures used to describe 

the dispersion of values about the average i s  the standard deviation. The 

standard deviati on i s  the di stance on each side of the mean which includes 

about 68 per cent of the values. The calculated standard deviation in this 

example i s  528 p . s . i .  The percentage of values falling within successive 

ordinates i s  als o  shown in the l ower axis. The trends just described are 

representative of trends to be expected for a s imilar plot using other 

strength functions or for the same strength function at a l ower moisture con

tent. If , instead of plotting strength values for specimens in the unseasoned 

condition, values for the seasoned condition were plotted , the curve would be 

displaced to the right and would l ikely be somewhat flatter with a wider 

spread. If the unseasoned specimens had been s tructural-sized timbers con

taining knot s , the curve would be displaced to the l eft and would l ikely be 

more peaked in shape. 

2. Strength in Relation to Moisture 

The development of a growing tree takes place in the presence of 

moisture; thus , the normal condition for wood i s  the green or moist condition. 

The amount of moisture in the l iving tree varies widely between species and 

within individual trees of the same species. Values as l ow as 30 to 40 per 

cent , based on the weight of oven-dry wood , have been observed in the heart

wood for Douglas fir and as high as 200 per c ent in the sapwood of cedar. 

storage of moisture in unseasoned wood is partly by absorption in 
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the ce11 wall s  and partly by ret ention in the cell cavities.  As wood dries , 

the cell walls do not release moisture until the cavities are empty. The 

point at which the cavities contain no free water but the cell walls remain 

saturated i s  known as the fibre saturation point . Thi s point may be determined 

experimentally by plott ing curves of strength values at varying moisture oon

t ents as shown in Sl ide 2. Note that , for thi s  relationship for Douglas fir , 

the strength of wood is essentially 
�
unal tered at values of moisture oontent 

above 2) per oent. At values below 2) per o ent the ourve slopes upward 

indioatirig inoreasing strength with d.ecreas ine moisture content . The point 

. of int�rseotion between the sloping curve and the horizontal l ine is aocepted 

as the point of fibre saturati on as deterndned bjr strength. 

).  Strength in Relation to Specific Grp.vity 

Speoific eravity ,  as related to wood , i s  the ratio of the weight of 

oven-dry wood to the weicht of an equal volume of water. As it is closely 

related to denst�, i t  is an excellent index of the amOtUlt of wood substance 

oontained within a given volume. Since increase in wood substance per unit 

volume is accompanied by increase in strength , specif:l c e;ravity, therefore , 

is al so a valuable index of streneth. Some properti e s ,  such as maximum com

pressive streneth parallel to the grain , inorease approxi_mately in proportion 

to the increase in specific gravity as shown in Slide ) .  Other properti es 

such as bendi.ng strength inorea.se at a more rapid rate . Relati onships have 

been developed whereby the strength of timber can be estimated with reasonabl e 

accuracy when the specific gravity and moisture content are known. 

4. Natural and Other Defects 

From the mechanical viewp?int , defects are imperfections which 

reduce strength and these include knots ,  spiral ere,in , shakes , checks , 

split s , cracks and funge.l or ins ect attack. Sinoe trees are the source of 
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t imher pil eA 8.nil treeR pN�sesq i nh erent f1 efectA , spec i fi ca ti on s  l i.miting 

these d efects ha.vA he en IH'p.pRrI'l0 by comm; ttees on wood pH ine and puhl i shed 

:In C . S . A. Standard 056-1962 by the Cana.d ia.n Stl'tnd ard s As socil'tt i on. 

S i.nc-I e knots are not usu3.11y A. ma.j or factor i n  redncitlC' the strength 

of p il ine. Knot fJ as lare-e as 5 inches in dia.meter 8.re permitted between the 

mid -l ength and the tip in p il e s  over 50 feet l one. Knot clus t ers , hOl-feVer , 

are prohibit ed beca.use nei ther the sizes of the :i nd.ividual It'Jlots nor the s i ze 

of the cluster are indicative of the crain diAtorti on about the clus ter and 

the resul tant e ffect on strength . Th e  injuri ou s  effect of knot s  is dependent 

not only on size , l ocation and. e;rain distortion but al s o  on the nature of the 

s tress surround ing the YJlot. Thus a tens ile stress is more adversely affected 

than a compres s ive ' stress .  From the s tandpoint of s tiffness properties , knots 

have l it tl e  or no effect . They al so have l e ss e ffect on s trength and stiffness 

in round t imbers than they do in s quared t imber s .  

Spira.l crain refers to a. :::;rm,rth pattern in wh i ch the wood fibres are 

arraneed spirally ,  inst ead of vert i cally, R.hout the bol e of th e tree. It is 

often difficult to detect in the live tree or the unseasoned log by casual 

inspection. It is readily identified, however , in snags or well-seasoned 

peeled logs by the sloping seasoning checks, on the outer surface. It appears 

to be present to a varying degree in most trees and, within l imitations ,- is 

not a serious defect .  In certain trees and occaSionally in complete stands 

of timber , however, the spirality is so excessive as to constitute a major 

defect in the timber. For this reason ,  spirality greater than one-half turn 

in any 20-foot section is not pernlitted in C . S. A. pile specifications. 

Spirali ty affects the s1;rength of a pile in much the same manner as 

angle or cross-grain affects the utrength of squared timbers. .Because of the 

angularity of the twisted grain, components of an axially applied force act 
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in the parallel and perpendicular to the GTain: directions . Since the 

J . .  
strength of wood perpendicular to the grain i s  l�i relative to the strength 

parallel to the grain, the net effect is a reduction in strength. 

The twist ,  as evidenced on the surface ,  may be either right-handed 

or i eft-handed and may vary in degree and direction both radially from the 

pith and with height above ground. Spiral grain studies conducted by North-

cott at this laboratory on 140 specimens of Douglas fir from 10 sites showed 

that 64 per cent of the sample had a left spiral during the early years of 

development ; changing to a right spiral at maturity. Nineteen per cent of 

the sample maintained the left-hand spira.l of youth to maturity. This in-

formation indicates that a Douglas fir pile exhibiting riFht-hand spiral at 

the surface would be a much more acceptable pile than one exhibiting left-

hand spiral at the surface ,  since the right�l�ra.l pile would have a zone of 

non-opirality within the bole.  The theory is substantiated by the twisting 

and untwisting action of softwood telephone poles with change in moisture 

content . Left spiralled poles have been known to twist 50 degress in relation 

to the base between summer and winter climatic conditions whereas right 

spiralled poles have demonstrated a much l esser twist for the same degree of 

spirality. The greater stability of the right-spiralled poles is explained 

by the counter-twisting properties of a left-spiralled inner core within the 

right spiralled outer shell .  

A check is  defined as  a separation of the wood along the grain, the 

greater part of which extends across the alUlual growth rings. A shake is also 

a separation along the grain but the greater part occurs between and parallel 

to the adjacent growth rings. A split is a separation along the grain extend

ing from one surface through the piece to another surface. 

The formation of checks is caused by internal stresses due to the 
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variation in the amount of shrinkage which takes plaoe in three mutually 

perpendioular directions as drying takes plaoe below the fibre saturation 

point. There is a pronounced differenoe in the longitudinal , radial and 

tangential shrinkage of wood. In the longitudinal direotion, shrinkage from 

the unseasoned to the oven-dry condition for normal straight-grained wood is 

very slight , varying between 1/10 to 1/3 of one per cent. Shrinkage at right 

angles to the grain , however, ranges between 2 to 8 per oent radially to 4 to 

14 per oent tangentially. Henoe,  in drying, the cells tend to deorease the 

oross-seotion of a timber but do not affect the length appreoiably. If the 

shrinkage of the individual cells ooincided and took place uniformly through

out the timber,  no undue stresses would oocur. The differential shrinkage 

between the radial and tangential planes , lack of uniformity in drying and 

lack of uniformity in density all contribute toward stresses which overcome 

the resistance of the wood and result in surface oheoking. 

Shakes are observed in wood in the unseasoned as well as in the 

seasoned condition. They are most frequently found at the junction of two 

growth rings of unequal width. The actual cause of shakes is somewhat 

unoertain, although stress resulting from growth and wind action are suspeot. 

The effeot of cheoks and shakes on strength may be summarized as 

follows . 

Tension - little or no effeot in direot tension parallel to the 

grain. A reduotion in strength in tension perpendicular 

to the grain. 

Compression - a reduction due to unequal distribution of stresses 

Shear 

across the oross-seotion. 

- a reduction in proportion to the reduction of the area 

resisting the shear stress. 
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The disintegration of wood referred to as decay is caused by the 

growth of wood-inhabiting plants known as fungi .  No species of wood is 

entirely immune from attack "/hen the conditions favourable to decay

producing fungi are present . These are s food , moisture , air and a 

favourable temperature. Untreated wood is durable only under conditions 

which do not permit fungus development . Fungi cannot survive in wood which 

is so saturated with water as to exclude free oxygen from the cells. Thus , 

submerged untreated piles last indefinitely as evidenced by the foundations 

of houses of lake-dwellers of prehistoric times which remain today in a 

thoroughly sound condition. It is in situations" where moisture collects and 

air is available that untreated wood is unsatisfactory for permanent service. 

Standing timber may contain decay, particularly in the heartwood. This decay 

may develop in piles at some later date \'ihen the conditions for growth become 

favourable ,  even though no new source of infection is present. Preservative 

treatment gives the best protection for the exposed portion of piles , par

t icularly near the ground or water line. 

The strength of wood is greatly reduced as rot develops .  White 

rot , in the early stage , may have l ittle effect on the compressive strength 

due t o  static or dead load , but it can have a pronounced reducing effect on 

the toughnes s  or shock resisting ability of a pile.  Brown rot , however, has 

a serious reducing effect on s trength , even in the incipient stages . 

6. Effect of Preservative Treatment on Strength 

Considerable research has been conducted to determine the effect 

of preservatives and preservative treatments on the strength of wood. 

Creosote ,  pentachlorophenol and copper naphthenate have no known injuriOUS 

effects on mechanical properties . Tests have shown that strength loss after 
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trea.tment with these preservatives has been due to the method of impregnation 

rather than the pre8e�dtive itself. High temperature , often used for l ong 

periods in order to obtain satisfactory penetration, can produce permanent 

change in the wood substance with an accompanying detrimental effect on 

strength. Toughness properties appear to be more adversely affected than 

bending or compressive properties. 

Poles and piling are less susceptible to treatment-damage than 

sawn t imbers , because of the greater proportion of sapwood in round stock 

and the sapwood being l ess resistant to impregnation. Since the absorption 

requirements for piling are usually greater than for poles , poles are less 

frequently weakened by treatment . With any given treatment , the possibility 

of damage depends on the t emperature used , the period of exposure and the 

species. 

To conclude , the strength o� a timber pile may be influenced by 

some of all of the factors just described. The l imitation of defects and 

the observance of good manufacturing practice , however , contribute to the 

production of high-qual ity pil ing, which , in turn , provides l ong-term 

foundations in otherwise impossibl e areas. 
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DISCUSSION PERIOD AFTER �. McGOWAN'S ADDBmS 

<eestiona You mentioned. that the strength or round timber is greater tball 

the strength or sawn timber. Machine peeled piling does have the swellings 

around the knots trimmed. a bit. How does the strength or the machine peeled 

piling compare with the round timber or the sawn timber? 

Mr. McGowap. We are presently carrying out an investigation into this verT 

thing 1'ou mention. We haven' t gone far enoush to have oonclusift eT1dence, 

but it looks like the hand peeled pile � bave a little edge on the machine 

peeled pile, or pole. We were actually worlti:Dg on poles. I am talk1Dg about 

bending properties. The cut fibres due to machine shaving se_s to baft soae-

what or a reducing effect on streDgth. 

Mr. LB. Dundas ,  Canada Creosoting 00.*. On spiral grain I conclude tr� 70lJr 

remlU"ks that during the seasoning period the spiral can be increased or 

deoreased? 

JE. HoGowap*' Yes.  In softwood telephone poles there is  a twisting aDd 

untwisting action due to shrinkage caused by ohaDge in moisture oontent. 

According to the Rock;y Mountain Experimental Station in Idaho they obser"f'8d 

as much as SO degrees wist between suaer and. winter oondi tions, and there 

was a IIlUOh greater twist observed with left hand spirals, where J'OU bad lett 

haDd spirals at the surface rather than right hand spirals. 

Hr. Dgndas*. !emperature has an effeot? 

Jr. IgGowap*' 0nl.7 so far as it affects the moisture oontent 8Dl shrinkage. 

Hr. L Siftk, U.B.C. Student. I haft heard of another .,. to oalculate 

moisture content or wood. I just wondered if theT bad used it. This is the 

measurement or water at JD8;riJllWl m.oisture content. 

�ese questions were misunderstood, and oorrected replies are therefore 
reported here. 
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Mr. MoGowazu We in the laboratory in our own eection never use it. We work 

with speoillene that are large enough and it is a matter of just O'Yen-dr;y 

weight as compared with weight at test, which gives us the moisture content. 

I know there is such a method but I don' t know it very well. There 1lJ&7 be 

someone in the audience who knows it quite well. 

DE, Gardner. Is this a chemical method TOO speak of? 

Ifr:t Sivak. No, it is just weiBhing the samples to begin with to get the 

green weight of the samples, and saturate for a certain time untU full,

eaturated and then oven-dr,y it and express the actual water content of the 

green sample as a percentage of the water that . was required tor saturation. 

II, Gardner. This would require vacuum and pressure? 

Hrt SiTalt. Yes it would. 

».£. Gardner. And it would probably take an hour or so to get this? BaTa 70U 

done this? 

Hrt Sivak. I did this with liTing tissue but I have heard of people doing 

it with wood. It took many da1'8 to have the samples saturated, sOlletimes 

more than a week. 

Dr. Gardner. The teohnique Mr. MoGowan. uses requires a temperature of 10500. 

and only' a few hours. 

Hrt HoGowy. If it is a small specimen Too. can do it aver ntp.t. 

Dr. P.C. i'ruasell, B.C. Research Councils In the impregnation ot piles one of 

the problema is with knots ,  that is, the impregnemt 1s not received throuP 

the knots v8r1' well and the knots are quite otten the point ot subsequent 

attack by teredos. What would be the etfect on pUe streDsth of excavating 

mots , and replacing with a short wooden plug? 

Mr. KoGowap' I wouldn' t advise it. 

Dr. :l.Tp!sell. The idea here would be to excavate the knot to a depth of an inch. 
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Mr. McGowan. Are you thinking basically ot coapressive properties? 

Dr. Trussell a I am thinking ot both bending and coapressive properties. 

Hr. HcGOW8Z!' I don' t think that you would do it very much harm. It is 

really the grain distortion about the knot that is the greatest tactor. 

Qaestigpa Most handbooks give a oonsiderable reduction in various strengths 

if the tiaber is to be used under extreme moisture oODdi tiona. Do you thiDt 

that is a tair oriterion in the case ot creosoted tiaber? 

Mr. MoGowan' Reduction trom what stress are tbiDJdng ot? 

9pesti9D' Parmissible design stress. 

Ir. McGOWMa Permissible desian stress tor what? I mean stress should be 

given at a oertain moisture cont.t. 

9Mestiona Well , bearing strees is usually given at norsal structural load. 

Hr. McGowazli Yes, well I think that this reduction should still be there. 

9Jlestionl Even though it is creosoted? 

)Jr. MoGol!!!u Yes, even though it is creosoted. There seems to be S<88 

reduction in strength just due to creosoting alone. 

Dr. Gardner. Thank you very much Mr. MoGowan. 
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TlMBilR STRUCTURm FROM THE V:IFJiPOm OF oWBER/DmIGHER 
Mr. D.P. Dodge, Engineer, . . .  

Department of Public Works ot· Oapada 

IDtr¢uction 

This paper will deal with the problems encountered in des1p1Dc 

and constructing wooden marine structures from the point of view of the 

owner/ desisner. 

The objective , of oourse , is to obtain the moat eoonOJD:1oal 

struoture haTi.Dg regard to the traffic and antioipated required lit •• 

Three _in factors enter into the problem of obta1D:l.Dg euoh a 

Btruoture--good desip, proper material and proper oonstruction Mthode. 

In this paper, frequent reference is made to oreoBoted material 

because this is what is general17 used in ».P.W. structures. fhe e .. 0..,. 

ments would apply to � other preservative treatMnt. 

hew 

Once the tratfio and loading bave been established, the et1"tlOWnl 

deaip. ia etraicht-forward. The lugest peroentap of Public Works vhqtf 

installationa are oonstructed of pile and timber. The desips ve:rr maiDl7 

in the deck design where several ohoioes are available ,  such ae deck pl ..... 

lamiDated timber with asphalt W883."ing eurt'ace , compoeite tillber and conorete ,  

or pre-caet ooncrete deok slab. The various desips are 118ed aooord1Dc to 

the reqm.r.ents. The substruoture of Or80soted piles and. oreoeote4, _., 

timber caps remains fair17 constant as a type with variations as to 8p8ODs 

and size. 

!.'he major problem, in the desian of timber wharYeB, is not the 

str'llCtural problem which in timber i8 8traipt-forwa:rd, but in produoiDg a 

structure tbat oan be built to withstand the attacks of marine borers. jzq 
ip.oriDg of thi8 factor 1s bound to result in a reduoed lite of the stncture 
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and probable tailure or expensive maintaaance. 

I know ot one indance where a mw'hIJ outti t oonstruoted a whart 

ot untreated pUing and superstruoture, expec.:bIg it to last at least- ftve 

7ears. Six months atter constraction, the ":ole superstructure tell into 

the water. The marine borers , epecitioall17 teredo*, had total17 clestr07ed 

the pUing .. 

In 'treated materlds ,  tlIere ue several JDaiJr � or aitack 

whiob must be taken oare of. 

In the piling itself, non-unirorm retention ot presenattve Se • 

problem. Where the sapwood is not unitorm, tbe treatment 111&7 be onl7 halt 

an inob or less in deptb on some parts ot the pile. Attack by limnoria ar 

abraaion b7 drif'twood, rapidly exposes tb. untreated wood to attack b7 ...... 0. 

Reduction ot this marine borer hazard is dealt with UDder the _terial SUPP17 

section of' this paper. We have also had a tew instances where tbe teredo 

ha.... entered tbe pUiDs through tbe knots which do not take treatment 'YBr7 

well. However, this has not been serious and has not led to 8IQ' taUves. 

One of' tbe most prevalent causes of pUe deterioration trouble is 

tbe use of' underwater bracing or bracing in the tidal rqe, attached to 

the piles b7 bolts. Bo aatisf'aotor,y method of treating field-bared bolt 

bole. bas been developed and tbe best ansver is to avoid the use of under-

water bracing b7 the use of brace pUes attacbed to tbe bea:riDg pUes aban 

the high water line. In most cas.s , this oan usually be done in the wharf-

head but it is diff'ioul t to do in D8.1"rOW approache.. lJl8ota:r as horizontal 

valiDp are ooncerned, Publio Works practioe is to attach these to the pU.s 

b7 meaDS of lJ-bolts. Dds has prO't'8Cl satisfacto%7, p&:rtioula:rly ill the case 

*ID this paper, "teredo" is used in the verD8Cular, and refers to »aMia 
setaeea. 
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of A-trame breakwaters where the lower waliDg is just aboye low water. I:D 

one O8se, at Union Bay, we haTe a 2.5-year record of suoh a structure where 

no damage has occurred to the piling at these connections. 

Another cause of pile failure results from oyer-driTing of' the 

pile, causiDg checks to open up and exposing raw wood to marine borer attack. 

Careful inTest1gation of' soil oonditions, preTious to the desigDiDg of' the 

wha.-f', is required so that a realistic penetration can be speoified or to use 

a pile driTiDg f'ormula to driTe to a load-bearing Talue. In either case, 

careful field control of' the pile driTiDg is essential. 

One example we haTe had in oyerdriTing of' creosoted piling occurred. 

at Westview. The wharf was reconstructed in 1951 and the soil conditions made 

driTing timber piliDg difficult. A piling inspection carried out by the BeC. 

Research Council in 1961 indicated the piles were seTerely attacked by ma.riDe 

borers and a major cause f'or this attack was the TertioaJ. splits in the pUes� 

A third major O8use of trouble is the use of' untreated material 

attached to treated piling in the area of marine borer activity. It s .... the 

marine borers, specifically teredos , work up a heal th;r appetite on the untreatecl 

wood and just continue right into the treated wood. This was particularly 

exemplified by the failure of' the Navy wharves in New York shortly atter 

World War II. In this case, the underwater braciDg was untreated 8llCl 

attached to creosoted piling. While good design will neTer call f'or untreatec1. 

material, in these cases, care JI1'QSt be taken to see that no untreated material 

is used in such locations in the f'ield. An example of this that occurs quite 

often, if not protected against by rigid inspection, is the use of' untreated 

shims between oreosoted braces 8llCl piles. 

Another problem occurs in the upper part of' the structure-the one 

of' decay. The main points of' concern are the pile out-off's and raw timber 
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ends. Generall,., bearing pile out-otts are given two ooats ot preservative 

and oovered with ships felt. 'Mo'Orfttg piles, above deck level , and brace 

piles, are capped with aluminum over iva coats of preservative. Fender 

piles present a different problem and have been the subject of oonsiderable 

study. For ma.ny ,.ears, fender piles were also capped and aluminum or gal

vanized trODf however, it was found that ship ' s lines , dragging over them, 

quickly tore off the oap. About eight years ago, we set up a number of test 

blocks of pile out-offs to test out various mastios ; none of these have 

proven satisfaotor,r and the best protection observed, 80 far, is afforded b.r 

two coats or oreosote oil. All field outs in creosoted material , all timber 

to timber oontacts and all timber ends should reoeive a field treatment. In 

Public Works , we normally specify two coats or oreosote oil. 

In the past ,  oonsiderable maintenance has been needed on guards 

and handrails which rotted at the fasteni.n€;s. The use of pressure treated 

timber in this , has oonsiderably reduced the maintenance. TaDali th salt 

treatment has been used because of the neoessity of painting over the treated 

material. 

Materials 

Atter the design, the next important step is to ensure that the 

materials full,. meet the requirements speoified. 

The requirements for timber and piling are olea.rq defined in C.S • .l. 

speoifications and are easUy chsoked. The problem 8.'1"isss in ensuring that 

the material has accepted the proper treatment. In piling, non-uniform sap

wood results in va.:r;riDg penetn.tions al thaagh the net retention is satisfactorr. 

Until recently, we required only one hole per pile to check penetration, now, 

however, we require three holes per pile. These holes 8.'1"e spaced alODg the 

pile, and radially 8.'1"ound the pile. In our opinion, this is effective in 
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materially reducing the number of piles aecepted with under the speoified 

penetration. 

Another problem is post-treatment oheoking in piles. These oombined 

wi th over-driving as previously mentioned oan expose raw wood to the attack of 

marine borers. A suggested solution to post-treatment checking is to require 

piling to be incised. This permits the pile to relieve its stresses in a lars

number of hairline oracks between inoisions rather than in two or three major 

cheoks. Properly seasoned piling should be specified in &11 oases where they 

are to be used in salt water. 

In the oase of sawn timbers , under our present inspeotion require

ments , only a percentage of pieces are cheoked for penetration and dense 

timbers whioh have not accepted treatment oan easily be missed in inspection. 

This mq not present too much of a problem if the timber is not subjeot to 

attack by marine borers. Our practice is now to use hemlock in these areas 

where attack can be expected and where hemlook will meet the structural 

requirements , as hemlock takes treatment better than fir. 

The problem of the post-treatment cheoking and twisting and warping 

is &1so present in timbers , and pieces which pass the green inspection mA"3' 

oheck so badly as to be useless struoturally. 

There have been oases where the post-treatment oheokiDg was so 

severe that some timbers delivered to the site were held together with stitch 

bolts. In pressure treatment of long, light timbers , they often twist and 

warp so they O8DD.ot be fitted into the struoture properly. !his is espeoial17 

serious when the timbers are preframsd and prebored. 

It is also wise to order treated timbers directly from ths treatment 

plant and put the onl,l8 on them for delivery- of a good produot. Bot all timber 

oan be treated successfully and it the owner ohooses to buT his own timber and 
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piling and have it treated, he could be asking for trouble. The treating 

companies know what areas produce the best timber and piling for treatment 

purposes. 

Field Handling 

Constant care is required in the field to ensure that treated 

material is properly ha.ndl.ed and inspectors of construction should be care

fully briefed on points to watch during construotion. 

C. S.A. Standards state that sbarp pointed tools � on'l7 be used 

in the ends of treated piling. However, we believe that this is not realistio 

and the Department permits the use of these tools up to a maximum of 3 feet 

from either end. Any infraction of this requires the pile to be rejected. 

The practice of dogging piles in making up booms DlUSt not be 

permitted. The practice of boring the piles about a foot from the head and 

stringing them on a wire rope seems to be the best practice as this part of 

the pile will be cut off, or alternatively the piles can be bored before 

treatment. 

I have referred previously to the matter of overdriving. Specifica

tion by formula is probably one way of controlU.Dg this but, in an area 

subject to wide variations in penetration, the Contractor is in a difficult 

position in determining what piling to order. 

A great many Departmental structures are specified for a definite 

penetration based on test borings and, in JDB.l'q" cases, on previous knowledge 

of the area. In these oases , our policy- is to pay for piling up to the 

specified penetration, even if it is not obtained. This relieves the Con

tractor from too much waste and allows us to stop driving as soon as solid 

bearing is reached. It is here that experience on the part of the inspector 

on the site is of great value in judging when the piling has reacbed practical 
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refusal. 

One important point is to be sure that a suitable sized hammer is 

used. Too light a hammer requires a higher speed to give the rsquired kinetic 

energy and tends to shatter the pile before suitable penetration is reached. 

In handling treated timber, it must be remembered that the material 

has been treated to provide protection against marine barer attack or against 

dec�. Any field practices that result in breaking through this protective 

coating and exposing raw wood must be checked and damaged material should be 

rejected. A cammon practice that must be guarded against is the use of wire 

rope slings for handling loads of sawn timber. 

In 8UIIIIIl8J:'7, four major factors enter into the produoing of successful 

wooden structures in B. C. Coast waters--good deSign, proper qua.liV piling and 

timber, adequate preservative treatment, and proper methods of handling in the 

field. Where these conditions are met, economical structures result which 

w1l1 fill a large percentage of wharf requirements. 

Examples of Service Obtained from Creosoted Piling in D.P.W. Structures 

Alice ArBl Wharf 

Beaver Point Wharf 

Brentwood Approach 

Comox WhB.rf 

Cowichan � Wharf 

Deep Cove Wharf 

Gabriola Centre Wharf 

Gambier Harbour 

42+ years still good when wharf abandoned 
in 1959. 

30+ years - piles sound when pulled tips 
decayed. 

30 years. 

32 years old when removed. 

31 years. 

35 yea.:rs - pile tops rotten when removed. 

37 years - no sign of marine borer attack 
when inspected in 1957. 

48 years - wharf still in place but not used. 



Heriot � Wharf 

Hopkin' s Landing 

Jetty C Eequimalt 

Kelsey Bay 

Kincolith 

�er Isla.nd 

Lyall Harbour 

Mayne Island 

Musgraves 

Porpoise Bay 

Port Albern! - Argyle St. 

Port Washington 

�een Charlotte Cit7 

Roberts :Bay 

Sooke Wharf 

Victoria - Broughton St. 

48 years - wharf still in place--sold in 
1958. 

)) years - pile tops rotten. 

42 years - SODle piles salvaged and re-used 
in 1961. 

)0 years . 

)2 years. 

)J+ years - piling attacked b.r bankia. 

)2 years. 

)J+ years .  

) .5  yeare. 

)9 years. 

)2 years. 

)) years - rebuilt 19.53-.54. 

Some piles up to 4.5 years. 

)) years. 

46 years - some piles salvaged and re-used. 

)1 years. 
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CONSTRUCTION PRACTICE - ITS EFFJOOT ON THE LIFE OF MARINE PILING 
Mr. L.A. Corbett ,  Engineer, 
Fraser River Pile Driving Co. Ltd. 

This paper will deal primarily with the handling, driving and 

field treatment of creosoted piling in Marine Structures . 

We bave already discussed today the marine borer, and creosote 

treatment to prevent damage by borers . The Contractor is a vital factor, 

because bad practice can destroy the protection offered by creosote treat-

mente 

You will note throughout this paper that current construotion 

practice is in conflict with the C . S .A. Speoifioations. This ma;r sound 

startling, but I hope by the end of this paper you will agree that if 

properly used, tools prohibited by C . S.A. may be used in oonstruotion. I 

believe if C . S.A. specifioations were rigidly enforced the oost of oon-

struction would rise ver,y greatly. 

Our first consideration will be the transport of piling from the 

treatment plant to the site of construction. Normally if the site is beyond 

the Gulf of Georgia area, the piles are loaded on barges. In the Gulf of 

Georgia the piles are usually towed. This is acoompliShed by the piles being 

bored after treatment and a wire rope or chain threaded through the holes. 

This is called brailing. The practioe has usuallY' been to bore the hole 

about 18 inohes from the tip of the pile,  and before driving, the bottom two 

feet are out off , leaving an untreated end. Normally this presents no 

problem as the tip is buried in the ground. However, where there is ODl.y a 

small amount of penetration, as in broken rock, borers oan and baTe damaged 

the pile tip. Recently we have bad the piles bored at the butt end, which 

facilitates towing and prevents possible infestation by borers. The pile is 

fresh-headed before driving and the hole out off anyway. There is some 



danger of borers getting into the pile through these holes if the piles are 

left in the sal t water for several months . However if the piles are attacked 

this will be seen before driving if the hole is bored near the butt. 

Regardless of which way the piles are transported they are put on 

what is called a "dog line" in the water before driving. Rafting dogs are 

driven into each pil e  and held together by a wire rope. This i s  in direct 

contradiction to the C.S.A. Specification which states that no sharp pointed 

tool shall be used . As previously mentioned by Mro Dodge, it i s  quite safe 

to put dogs in the piles providing they are within three feet of the butt 

end, which will be above high water. If dogs are placed in the pile where 

it will be in the water after driving , marine borers have a ready made door-

way in which to enter the pile. If there is a lot of penetration it i s  safe 

to dog the piles near the tip , although this is very s eldom done. 

Before driving, usually the pile has to be moved in the water, and 

this is done by means of a pike pole. Again this is against the rules laid 

down by the C.S.A. Providing the pike pole is used near the butt end of the 

pile ,  i t  will not damage the pile. 

As I mentioned a few minutes ago , the butt end of the pil e is fresh 

headed before driving. The oreosoted end of the pile is relatively soft and 

will smash up readily during driving, therefore the top portion of the pil e ,  r 
usually two feet , is cut off square and the edges of the pile bevelled. 

Depending on the driving resistanoe either a wire mesh, a wire rope 

band or a steel ring is put on the head to prevent splitting. We have on a 

few occasions used steel strapping around the pile head with good success. 

Often when the pile is placed in the l eads , it has to be rotated 

before driving. This is accomplished by using a peeve e ,  which is also 

against C. S.A. rules . However usually this is done close to the pile tip ,  
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which will be buried in the ground. The force required to rotate the pile 

is usually not very great and the point does not dig into the pile ver,y muoh. 

However it is a point that should be watched closely. 

The selection of hammer type is usually dictated by the specifica

tion. Usually a drop hammer is the most economical and will drive the pile 

quite satisfactorily, however if the driving resistance is great and con

siderable penetration is required a mechanical hammer should be used. This 

may be operated by steam, air, or diesel, depending on the type of hammer. 

If a drop hammer is used, a heavy one with a short drop will prove the most 

satisfactor,y. 

One thing that is most important is the point at which driving 

should cease. Many specifications say that the pile shall be driven to 

refusal, and some inexperienced inspectors expect driving to continue untU 

the pile quits movinff. This oannot be accomplished with a timber pile and 

if driving continues, invariably the tip is smashed, and cracks will appear 

in the length of the pile. As a rule of thumb, if the penetration is less 

than 1/4" per blow with 30, 000 ft. lb. of driving energy, or 1/8" per blow 

with lS, OOO ft. lb. of driving energy the pile is being damaged. This will 

vary with soil conditions, but extreme caution should be exercised with a 

soft layer of soil over rock o r  till. We have had to pull many piles to prove 

to inspectors that the pile was being damaged under these oircumstances. 

The field treatment of the pile depends on the use it is to be put 

to. If it is a bearinff pile, the cut off head should be swabbed with creosote 

oil, given a coat of plastigum mastic and covered with Irish felt. If the 

pile is not covered with timber, aluminum should be used in place of the Irish 

fel t .  I t  is possible t o  obtain annealled aluminum which is very workable and 

gives a good covering. Usually hot creosote is specified, but I do not believe 



it penetrates any further than cold creosote. The main thing that controls 

the penetration ie the moisture in the wood and the l ength of time it soaks. 

Many marine structures have timber to pile connections in the tidal 

range. It is possible to bore the hol e in the timber before treatment but not 

the pile. Extreme oaution mus t  be taken to proteot this hole in the pile. It 

oan be given a ooat of creosote oil , but once the tide oomes up , the water 

washes out muoh of the oil . A tight fitting pipe sleeve can be driven in 

the hole and a bolt placed within the pipe , or a simple method is to put 

fibregum under the washers and seal the hole. Sometimes olamps are placed 

around the pile and the timber. All these methods leave some doubt as to 

their effectiveness beoause of the movement between the timber and the pile 

and eventually there oan be exposure to marine borers . The best way is to 

avoid timber to pile oonnections as muoh as possible in the tidal range. 

We have experienoed oonsiderable diffioulty in driving piles whioh 

have been given very heavy creosote treatment , say 16 lbe. full oell. These 

piles tend to sink and are diffioul t to handle. They seem to be brittle and 

will smash and oraok easily during driving. I think that the extra preserv

ative proteotion is often destroyed by damage during driving. 

One other place where oaution must be exeroised is the placement of 

rook rip rap around pUes. This ooours quite often and the pile must be 

proteoted. I have seen untreated strips of wood nailed onto the piles to 

protect them from the sharp rock edges. This is extremely d.a:ngerous as the 

marine borer can get a start in the untreated wood and then penetrate the 

pile. Treated wood, preferably plywood strips should be used to protect 

the piles from the rock. 

Often there is an argument on the site about nailing temporary 

timbers on piles so as to put them in the oorreot position. Providing the 
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teaporal7 tiabers are plaoed abO'fe the tidal range, thq will do no b.a.rm.. 

The -.11 hole left b7 the lI&il will be filled with creosote oil. 

In 8UJ111D&r7 I would like to emphasize the danger of damaging the 

pile b7 overdriving and by" boring holes in piles in the tidal range. These 

points in DI1' opinion present the greatest danger to the piling. Also, if 

pointed tools are not proper17 used the pile can be per.aanentl7 damaged. 
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DISCUSSION PERIOD AFTER MESSRS . D.P. DODGE' S 
AND L.A. CORBF!rT' S  ADDRESSm 

])roe PiC . Trussel l ,  Director, B. C .  Research Council . This matter of! bolt-

hol:eB' and bolting timbers under water, brace piles to bearing pH'es , is that 

stil� current practice in British Columbia? 

HP� Corbett . I would say yes. 

Dr. Trussell . The reason I asked is that maybe some of the people from the 

United States might have a word to say on this. I think this practice has 

been abandoned in the United States for many years by the commeroial people 

and more reoently by the United States Navy. It seems that JII&l\Y ye&'l"S ago ,  

actually in the 20' s ,  fairly heavy loss was sustained. at Guantanamo as a 

result of the bolt-holes , and it is a continuing problem I think with 

struotures on the east coast today suffering limnorial attack at these points. 

I was wondering if Mr. Christerson might have a word to say on this? 

Mr. Paul D. Christerson, Amerioan Wood Preservers ' Institute , Portland. I 

think the doctor is quit e  right as far as the bracing, particularly below 

the water table or water elevation, is ooncerned. It is oertainly the desire 

of a.n;r designer, including the Navy, as you mentioned, to try to avoid damage 

from marine life. We are now experiencing a trend to deeper draft vessels 

and higher deSign loads in new construction. Those designing marine structures 

will avoid bracing where possible but when they find it neoessary to overcome 

long L/R ratios on a pile,  they will require the braoing. I hope that partial17 

answers your comment. I have one question to ask Mr. Corbett--in dimensioniDg 

your sleeve that you drive into the hole--that sounds like a desirable design 

practioe--is it dimensioned somewhat as a drift pin with your sleeve slight17 

in exoess in diameter of the hole,  about a sixteenth? 

Mr. Corbett, Yes ,  and on� other thing I did omit to mention is that this 
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pipe sleeve is not the full l ength of the pile and timber, usually about an 

inch shorter, so that as you are driving it through, you do not split off 

creosoted material on the other side of the hole. Usually about one inch 

shorter than the combination of wood and pile. 

Mr. W.}!. Dierden, Elk Falls Oompany. Mr. Dodge, you were talking about 

fender piles.  Do I understand you correctly, that that means all piles out

side of the edge of the dock, nan-bearing piles? Our custom is, in docks 

constructed at Elk Falls , that you have the bearing piles outside on the edge 

of the dock, then you have two fender piles and outside that you have one that 

we call a rubbing pile. Down on the water line we have what we call brow logs 

which are large boom-stick type of logs with logging chains from end to end so 

that if the ship takes the dock bow-on, it hits the brow logs and transfers 

the thrust to several of the piles. Our practice is to have the rubbing pile 

and the brow logs of untreated green sticks on the theory that theY' get so 

much rough treatment from ships and from the movement of the waves, rubbing 

the brow log against the rubbing pile, that any creosote which you did applY' 

to those would be spoiled. Is it the custom of the Department of Public Works 

to do the same thing, or do they place creosoted material in these positions? 

Jir. Dodge. These brow logs are usually untreated mainly because of the cost 

of treating them. They are always wearing out a:n:ywa;r, but the general 

procedure on the rubbing piles now is to use creosoted material , otherwise 

you would still be putting untreated material up against a creosoted pile. 

Granted the outside of your rubbing pile is going to be worn, there wan' t be 

muoh attack there, but there is still two-thirds of the circumference of the 

pile that is open to marine borer attack, specifically teredo, and I think 

that in most of the Public Works wharves , our rubbing piles and our fender 

piles are all treated. 
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Mr. J. Wypapd, Timber Preservers Ltd. , Question to Mr. Corbett. Actually 

two questions. First,  are you still using the pressure bolt-hole treater 

for holes Which you use for connecting bracing in the low tidal range? What 

is your frank opinion 'about this? It would be interesting to hear if this 

procedure should be recommended or not. And the second question is again in 

connection with specifying. How do you apply creosote on the pile cut-off? 

First of all , do you heat the creosote? Secondly, do you use any device such 

as a ring set on top of the piles as found in the specifications for giving 

the creosote enough time to soak into the wood? What actually is the general 

practice? 

Mr. Corbett' This is sort of embarrassing. The bolt-hole treater--here I 

will be quite honest with you, we use it when we have to , simply because 

usually the bolt-holes are down in the tidal range and you are fighting for 

time, to tr.1 and beat the tide. The use of the bolt-hole pressure treater 

takes considerable time and it very seldan is used. It is used mostly on 

some of these pontoon type floats and the creosoted materials in these are 

built up on a wharf and then lowered into the water and you don' t have to 

fight the tides. We do use it there , but I would say it is very seldom used 

in connections of timber to pile in the tidal range. Again, there is some 

doubt as to actually how effective the penetration of the pressure treater 

is. Possibly some of the other contractors may have something to say on that, 

but I would say that seldom do we use it. Again, it is a matter that if it 

is specified I think then that we expect to use it , but unless it is specified, 

we are in a competitive field and we just can' t afford to use it. That mq 

not be the best practice but that is the fact. 

Hr. \tyn8nda Do you think it is a worthwhile effort? Have you any test results? 

Mr. Corbett . I did some testing on my own. Again this was not done in tidal 
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range, this was done on some treated wood in our yard and to be quite frank 

with you I couldn' t see much difference. We used the pressure treater and 

took sections through it and then saw the difference in that from the hole 

six inches or so away- in the same wood treated by squirting or taking a rag 

and just swabbing creosote into that wood and there was very, very little 

difference. Again in the tidal range I feel that your water in there is 

going to wash your creosote out very quickly. On the matter of cut-offs and 

putting a band around the top of the pile and putting an inch or two of 

creosote there--it is diffioul t to do. It i8 very time-consuming. It has 

been done. We have done it in some instances. Again it is done where it is 

specified. But if it isn' t specified it isn' t done , simply because it is 

expensive. Whether it is actually or an;r great value or not I am not too sure. 

I do feel that with creosote oil and then mastic, and Irish felt you do have 

a very good covering that will prevent the water from getting in. You did 

mention about heating creosote. Again I did some tests in our yard and I 

couldn' t see any great difference between hot and cold creosote. I think the 

moisture in the wood is far more important than the temperature of the creosote. 

Mr. Wypand. M;r point in asking these questions is simply because if you have 

found , and Mr. Dodge may confirm it , that doing these things would do a lot of 

goOd to the material , then it would simply be a matter of writing an adequate 

job specification, and in that way avoid � problems on the parts of the 

contractors bidding on the j ob. They would then all be faced with the same 

additional cost of · field treating, and in that way they would be only too 

happy to give these services , whereas if it is more or less left open or only 

referred to in general terms in accordance with CSA specifications , there JJJA'I' 

be a possibility of unnecessarily shortening the service life of the structure. 

Hr. Corbett. I see Mr. Milavsq from Greenlees Pile Driving, mq be he has 
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something to add to this. 

Mr. D.S. Milavslq, Greenlees Piledriving Co. Ltd. . I think I vould agree 

with Mr. Corbett , beoause one of the prime problems our pile drivers fiDd is 

when they are oonneoting a braoe to a pile and using these pressure guns, they 

have to bore through, remove the brace , treat it and replaoe it , and there 

just isn' t time. We have experimented using our compressor, and forcing the 

oil in under 85 lb. pressure. We don' t see � differenoe. What we do is 

similar to what Les Corbett does--swab the hole around , put a lot of oil on 

the bolt, and hope that enough of it stays in. Creosote never soaks into the 

hole properly after you drill it,  it is so vet that you don' t get � pen

etration. 

9pestion. � vould the hole be vet, because you have very little pUe in 

the tide-water. 

Mr. mlavsky' Your bracing-most of the time 70U drUl it , you swab it right 

away, but it vill still get a certain amount of moisture inside the pUe. And 

then of oourse , just as soon as you get out of there , th� tide is right up 

behind you. You really don' t have enoU8h time to let it soak in. And 

temperature-vise , ve haven' t  found a:n;y difference between hot creosote and 

ordinar,r oreosote. 

Dr. Gardner. �body else on that subject? 

Hr. A.F. Blanshard, Department of Publio Works. QIlestion for Hr. Corbett. 

What do you consider to be good practice as far as hole sizes and bolts are 

conoerned? 

Mr. Corbett .  As far as drift bolts are concerned, I oertainly think that the 

hole should be 1/16 of an inoh less than the size of the drift bolt. That 

gives you a good tight driving fit for the bolt-hole. If it is pre-bored in 

your timber before it is treated, I think you vill find that the diameter of 
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the hole will tend to decrease slightly in the treating process. Normal 

procedure is to drill the hole 1/16 of an inch larger than the bolt. I think 

that is a good practice. If you go to a tight driving fit you have to be 

very careful that when you drive the bolt throU8h, you don' t splinter the out

side of the pile or the timber when that bolt comes out the other side. I 

would think: that 1/16 of an inch less than the diameter for the drift pin and 

1/16 of an inch greater for a bolt. 

Dr. Gardner. Another opinion? 

Mr. Christerson, A.li.P.I. I Mr. Corbett,  in talking about overdriving, you 

mentioned that you were using as an example a Vulcan I with 1S, 000 foot 

pounds energy, and that you watch out after you get 1/8 of an inch to a blow 

under your Engineering News Record formula, that is developing over eighty 

tons bearing. Now is it common to be driving your timber piles by formula up 

to that load? 

Mr. Corbett.  I would say no. Is your calculation right there? I would think 

that it is closer to thirty or thirty-five, but I may be wrong. (Calculated at 

62 tons. L.A.C. ) 

Mr. Christerson' One-quarter of an inch to the blow is about 43 tons, but the 

table I am referring to stops at about 0.2. It appears that when you get to 

.12S inch per blow you are up around 80 tons, which when one figures the factor 

of safety with the E.N'.R. formula is developing a pretty healthy load. 

Mr. Corbett.  I would agree that is  taking it to a very high load and normally 

we don' t go that high, but again we do run into this, particularly where there 

are inexperienced inspectors on the j ob and they call for penetration to refusal. 

And they expect virtually to get that; we have had some instances where the 

piles have been totally destroyed through driving and with Vulcan I' s where ve 

have got up to say thirty blows to the inch, and still bad to keep driving the 
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pile, whioh is striotly destroying it. But I would think that 1/8 of an 

inoh is as far as we would want to go and normally we don' t go to that--I 

would think that usually we go to about 1/4 of an inoh. 

Mr. Dierde�. Is there any tie-in between Dr. Quayle' s studies of the degree 

of the oontamination of the water in the areas where Mr. Dodge says he has 

lost dooks whioh have been in existenoe for a oonsiderable number of years? 

Speoifioally at Heriot Bay whioh is reasonably olose to Campbell River. 

Dr .  �le l  Heriot Bay is one place that I haven' t sampled, although at 

Redonda Bay whioh is  the same general area, there was only �. Usnorum. 

Von Donop Creek at the top end. of Cortez Island , getting along toward Heriot 

Bay, and where we would have expeoted �. triEllllotata, there was only �. 

liBporum. Any others where you wanted data? 

Mr. Dierden. Well , I ' ll go baok to one of Mr. Dodge ' s  other looations. 

Sooke. 

Mr. Dodga. I think you will find all these locations in Mr. Bramhall t s book, 

and struotures too. 

Mr. Bramhall' The latest publication, whioh contains records of JD8.D3'" of these 

dooks , has not been completed yet. 

Dr. 9;ua.yle .  �. tripunct8:� is at Sooke, but not at the Government wharf at 

Sooke. The Government wharf is 100 per oent �. lignorum. At Comox, there is 

�. tripunotata. Beaver Point has only �_ l;tsaorul!. The Rayonier Sawmill Wharf 

at Fa.rmy Bay has 100 per oent �. tripunctata, in creosoted timber. 

Dr. Trussel..l.' One thing to oonsider is the concentration of Limnoria. There 

are not very � places on the B.C. coast where Limnoria are a problem com

mercially. Probaby Mr. Allen would know better than I ,  but I would say only 

at Crofton;'  the next place where Limnoria are serious is  Ketohikan, Alaska. 

Dr. Quayl!" .!4.- lignorum is oertainly common enough at Massett and Prince 
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Rupert. 

Pli:. Trussell . Well , not by southern standards. !Nen in Massett the Bankia 

are really the only borers of serious consequence. 

Dr. Qua.yle. Well I don' t know, the place where I got JD7 samples were really 

chewed up by Limnoria. Of' course, all associated with damage , permitting the 

Limnoria to get in, but where they got in the samples were really chewed up. 

Dr. Trussell a Our experience on this coast is that outside of Oalifornia 

Limnoria; are a commercial problem in very few locations. Is Mr. Allen here? 

Would you bear me out--you see more of the waterfront than I do. 

Mr. I. Allen, :a.0. Research Oouncil . Well it has been JD7 experienoe up to the 

25th wharf that we have examined, only two wharves showed severe limnoriaJ. 

damage and both of these wharves were sites where we had found both Limnoria 

tripunotata and �. lignorwn. The rest of the wharves showed very little 

Limnoria damage and that was all �. lignorum. 

Mr. Bramhall. Will you say where these wharves were? 

Mr. Allen. Yes--one was at Ohemainus and the other at Crofton. 

H!. N. Hauffe, Domtar Researcha Mr. Oorbett , were the difficulties that you 

had in floating and driving the piling that was treated to 16 lbs. a funotion 

of the total weight ot the pole� and not only ot the 16 lb. treatment? Would 

you say that if these poles were treated at a lower moisture content then you 

would not experience these troubles? 

Mr. Oorbett. Our experience has been that the piling has been very brittle 

and it will open up-that is, the checks will open tar easier under the same 

driving conditions at heavier treatment than they will with say a 12 lb. to 

14 lb. treatment. The head ot the pile will crush tar more easily on the 16 

lb. treatment than on the 12 lb. to 14 lb. 

Mr. Haufte .  Do you think that ditterent driviDg methods might improve this? 
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Hr. Corbett. I dont t know how you can improve on your driving methods, 

particularly using a mechanical hammer, an air hammer or a steam. hammer. 

Let I S  put it this way, Tou would have to take a great deal more caution in 

driving these piles than you do with a normal-I shouldn' t saT normal , but 

a 12 lb. or 14 lb. treatment. 

Hr. Hauf'fe. In driving can you increase your frequencT by some method that 

will achieve the same end result but cause less damage? Using the greater 

frequencT of blows , for example? 

Hr. Corbett. That depends on your choice of a hammer. lformally creosoted 

piles are not driven with a double acting hammer where the frequencT is 

readily altered bT cha;nging the volume of air. A single acting hammer is 

usually used on creosote piles , and these have a standard frequency Which 

is not easily altered. We have made up mechanical adapters to alter the 

frequency and the striking energy. Because of the difficulty of altering 

the single acting hammer, once a frequency is decided upon, it must be 

adhered to for a considerable number of piles. 

Hr. Gurd, Timber PreserT�ss I have a question of Mr. Dodge. Before lunch 

I believe Mr. McGowan mentioned the loss of strength from various matters 

such as the creosote treatment. Do you feel that it is necessar,y to make aD 

allowance for this loss of strength in the design of your structure due to 

this process, or to � preservative process? 

Hr. Dodge. According to NationeJ. Building Codes , C.S.A. standards , we more 

or less have to. On timber piling I don' t think there is too much need for 

reducing the strength, although on structural members and sawn timber there 

could be argument for and against it. I wouldn' t want to malee a statement 

right now as to whether or not. On timber piling-actually on an;r timber 

construction--the designer has a real easy time of it because he designs for 
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a oertain load and if someone elee puts a heavier load on it you just say, 

nOh well , its timber" , and forget about it. 

Mr. R. Soarisbriok, B. C .  Forest Servioe ,  Mr. Corbett , about this question 

of the brittle nature of oreosoted piles. Is an ordinary oreosoted pil e ,  

say 12 lb. treatment , more brittle than a green pile? The problem oomes up 

when you have used a green pile as a test pile and from its penetration you 

wish to infer the penetration for a oreosoted pile. 

Mr. Corbett : Yes , I would say there is some differenoe. In other words , you 

are thinking that when going out and driving a test pile you usually use an 

untreated one partly beoause it is more economioal , and then you may get 25 ft. 

of penetration with a green pile and you would say you should get that with a 

oreosoted pil e. I would think yes .  Again it would depend on the reSistance, 

but if it were quite stiff resistance , I would think that you would get twent,y 

feet with the creosoted pil e ,  whereas you would get twenty-five feet with the 

green pil e o  I would say definitely that there i s  a differenoe . 

Qpestion, Going baok to bolt holes again, have you ever heard of anyone using 

neoprene or fabrica washers baoked up by steel washers to make a seal to keep 

these l imnoria out of holes , and get out of treating altogether? 

Mr. Corbett: I haven' t. 

Mr. Dod�. The only problem would be to get the oontraotor to tighten up 

the bolts. 

Dr. Gardner. Anyone el se have any experience in that regard? 

Mr. Corb ett. I did mention that we try to put some mastio on the end of the 

washer whioh would tend t o  do the same thing and seal that bolt-hole ,  but 

regarding Don' s remark here , this is s omething that should be borne in mind, 

tha t i s ,  that every marine structure after , say, six months should be gone 

over and all the bolts tightened. I think it i s  good s ound maintenanoe polic7 
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to go over your structure as much as possible and tighten the bolts. 

Mr. Dierden: My first question is to Dr. Quayle. We have been informed and 

understand that it i s  correct , that teredos do not burrow below the mud level. 

Is that correct Dr .. Quayle? 

Dr. Quayle s They can go d OWllo 

Mr. DOAA!' We pulled quite a number of piling at Port Alberni that were 

heavily infested with teredos and I made a point of looking to see where 

the infestation stopped and we didn' t find any that started below the mud 

line. 

Mr. Dierden: No , not started , but once they got into the pil e  • • • • • • • • • •  

Mr. Dodge , We never found any that went a foot below. We cut off quite a 

number--in fact we spoiled quite a lot of Mr. Corbett' s piling--we cut quite 

a number just at the mud line and if there were one or two on the way down we 

followed them, but we couldn' t  find them any further down than a foot or � 

be two , not so that the piles were really damaged. 

Dr. Gardners Does anyone else have experience? Next question. 

Question: We are trying to find out whether galvanized drifts pay off over 

black iron drifts in drifting stringers and caps together. Is this an 

economical factor? Because we find that with black iron drifts we have rot 

in the timber in two years. They rust away and rot ••••• 

Dr. C . C. Walden, B. C .  Research Council , You have quite a different phenomenon 

there. The chemical reaction between the iron oxidation produots in the wood 

and the oellulosic fibres in the timber produce what is known as oxycellulose. 

This is quite a common phenomenon even on any type of iron fastenings exposed 

to the atmosphere , and in direct connection to timbers. 

Dr, Gardner, I back that up. Is this black iron coated? 

Question, People will tell you to use a black iron grid. Then in our ooastal 
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Dr. Gardner. Both. 

Mr. Harrist Would you as a chemist be able to confirm that it it was creosoted 

wood with the holes preframed prior to treatment that they have a good treatment 

and then you use the black grid in the creosoted wood, would that oause the same 

fall down or collapse of the wood cells after a number of years because this 

is not a:ny knowledge I have gained in the last years? I think the black drifts 

could be used quite successfully in creosoted timber. 

Dr. Gardner. If the bolt holes had been treated? 

Mr. Harrie . Yes ,  because this is quite frequent--the hole in the cap ,  tor 

instance , is usually treated , and so is the hole in the stringers , and then 

l oan' t see a:nything wrong with using a black drift . 

Dr. Gardner. It would certainly make a difference--what would you say Craig? 

Dr. Walden. Well we have oarried out some studies in this oonnection. 

Actually you get this degradation only from green wood. It you had something 

that had been impre�ated with oil base preservative such as creosote it does 

provide mechanical protection for the cellulosic fraotion ot the wood and the 

rust produots of the iron. 

Mro Harris , Is that pressure-treated or just coated? 

Dr. WAAd�lll It has to be impregnated suffiCiently to give mechanical 

protection. 

Dr. Gardner. If you take native oellulos e ,  pure oellulose , and put it in 

oontact with rusting iron, this reaction i s  a very rapid one , but aDJ""thing 

that will prevent contact is going to slow it up. It is an eleotro-ohemical 

reaction. 

YLr. Harris . How long would you anticipa.te that a black iron bolt would last 

installed in the oaps of a wharf and piles? A drift bolt in a pile , which 

would involve the surface of creosote rubbing against • • • • •  
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Dr. Gardner. I am just on theory here. Has a.n;rone experienoe? 

Mr. Harris. The reason I ask this question is that we rebuilt Jetty C in 

Esquimal t. The original part of this wharf is something of the order of 40 

years old , and the top three feet of the piling under this wharf were hollowed 

out in a oonioal shape exoept for the shell of oreosote, leaving more or less 

sa.wdust in the oentre of the pile. The bolt itself, while  not intact,  I 

guess was bla.ok iron, installed 40 years ago. There was still a fair amount 

of the bolt left. I am just wondering if this rot itself was partly set up 

by the degradation of the bolt and this rea.otion you are speaking about. 

Dr. Gardner. It usually is , isnt t it , Craig? 

Dr. Walden. Well , in most oases where you have oonditions that a;re conducive 

to dry rot , you also have oonditions that are oonduoive to the ohemical rusting 

of iron. They are two phenomena. whioh are not entirely separable in praotioe. 

Dr. Gardner. The result looks like deoay. 

Mr. W,Go Garry, R.C.  Navy, Esquimal t. In examining the struoture Ken is talk

ing about, we see that the fittings that are galvanized are the ones that 

survive. The wood struoture around these things is in relatively good shape 

and effeotive last year, all the work we do ourselves , or the speoifioations 

we draw up ourselves, we are oalling for all galvanized fittings. All the 

hardware and iron-mongry is to be galvanized, and there are no exceptions. 

There is no reason other than the fa.ot that we see on the one hand where bare 

iron disintegrates , the structure around it disintegrates , whereas galvanized 

may disintegrate, but it does survive considerably longer, 

Dr. Gardner. Certainly it seems to be good praotioe. 

Mr. MoGowan. Mr. Corbett , this pipe you were driving into the holes you 

mentioned a while ba.ok--was it galvanized? 

Hr. Corbett. Yes ,  it usually is. The only thing is it DIlst be out--you 
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oan' t galvanize the ends of it but it is usually galvanized pipe. 

pt. Gardner. Gentlemen, I think that some more questions might arise here 

and possibly some arguments too , but I think we had better pass on to the 

next paper. We are running one-half hour behind time. Thank you very muoh, 

gentlemen. 
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SONIC INSPIDTION OF MARINE PILES 
Dr. C.C. Walden and Dr. P .C. Trussell 
Bri tish COlumbia'iResearch CouneU 

During investigations ot wooden mar1t1e' i,t:i1tctures for borer damage 

over a period of more than 10 years, the staff of the British Oolumbia 

Research Council became aware of the inadequacies of visual inspeotion under 

water. 

Two types of damage predominate. the first is caused by teredo or 

hankia speoies and takes place internally, the second is caused by limnoria 

and ocours over the outer surface of the wood. L1mnorial damage is readi17 

discernible, although attack occasionally occurs in hidden reoesses where the 

borers bave entered through small surface openings. 

External evidence of teredo or bankia attack is difficult to find 

under water, and reliable estimates of structural loss can be determined by 

visual inspeotion only where destruction has been complete. 

Difficulties of Visual Inspection 

The only external indioations of teredine damage are the two slender 

tubes the animal extends beyond the wood surface while it is living, or the 

small pin hole opening at the surface of the wood which remains after the 

animal has died. Since teredine borers seldom live more than two years, 

divers examining underwater piling and other wooden structures must look for 

the fine entry holes left by the borers. They are frequently overlaid by 

fouling and often difficult to see where the water is murk;)". 

Superficially a pile may appear perfectly sound, whereas internally 

it may be densely honeycombed by bankian burrows. Furthermore, even if the 

diver is able to locate burrow openings, he is UDab1e to determine the extent 

of internal damage. Three or four bankian ohannels cause essentially no 10S8 

in pile strength and to downgrade or reject a pile on this basis would not 
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only be misleading but also ver,y costly. Replacement of individual piles in 

a wharf has been estimated at $400. 

This high replacement cost of piles , combined with the even higher 

risk and financial loss arising through possible structural failure of 

wooden marine structures , emphasized the need for an aocurate method of detect

ing marine borer attaok which would express damage in terms of residual 

structural strength and prompted an investigation into nondestructive testing 

techniques. 

Initially development of a testing unit that could be manipulated 

from above the water surface was considered , but later work revealed the TaluS 

of supplementing results from the unit with a diver' s visual report. The 

availability of a diver for moving the equipment from one pile to the next, 

Simplified otherwise fairly complicated mechanical gear. The unit that was 

finally developed, although it has been used mainly to inspect marine piling, 

also can be used to examine treated or untreated timbers and heavy pla.nking. 

Description of Equipment 

After exploring a variety of potential nondestructive techniques for 

determining the presence and amount of borer damage in wood , John Vitins , BORa 

scientist, discovered that the velocity and strength of sound waves passing 

through wood varied inversely with the borer damage. He developed a sonic 

testing unit. In principle ,  sound waves are pulsed from a magnetostrictive 

transducer, several inches from the wood surface ,  and directed at the heart of 

the pile. 

The pattern of plane waves that penetrates into the wood initiates 

sonic aotivity in the direction of the grain. The high velocity component of 

the wave train transmitting along the axis of the pile produces a radial set 

of waves as it progresses , which is picked up by a receiving transducer. 
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Undamaged wood i s  an excellent transmitter of these waves. 

Where damage occurs in the interior of a pile , the sound waves are 

delayed and greatly attenuated. The vel ocity and strength of the sonic signal 

are amplified and read on an oscilloscope. 

A unique feature of this sonic testing device (patent applied for) 

is that preliminar,r removal of barnacles and other such coarse fouling from 

the wood is not necessary. Neither the transmitting nor receiving trans

ducers are impinged against the wood surface. 

The sonic testing unit developed for commercial use oonsists of two 

transducers mounted 42 in. apart on an aluminum shaft which is positioned 

vertically on a pil e and held in place b.Y two sets of spring-loaded roll ers. 

Incorporation of buoyant materials in construction has yielded a unit with 

slight negative buoyancy. 

The sensing mechanism can pick up as few as four or five bankian 

channels in a cross-section of a pile. Because the extent of damage is 

expressed most satisfactorily in terms of pile strength, relationship was 

determined between sonic values ,  percentage voids in pile cross-sections and 

residual compressive strength of such sections . 

Sonic values were obtained on piles showing a range of damage by 

bankia setacea , from almost complete los s of section at the mudline to no 

damage at all in the intertidal zone. After examination the piles were cut 

into short lengths , the percentage voids determined by calculating the average 

from the cross-sectional area at each end of each log s ection, and then each 

section was subjected to compressive breaking in a lOO-ton hydraulic press. 

From these combined data a working relationship was established between the 

amount of borer damage as indicated by the oscilloscope values , and the per 

cent residual strength of the pile sections. 
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Method of Ex�nation 

Inspection of piles is carried out most conveniently from a float 

which is moved along a wharf as the work proceeds. This float carries the 

sound pulser, the oscilloscope for examining the returned signal , the operator 

to read the oscilloscope and record data and accessory equipment for the diver. 

The operator on the float is in telephone communication with the diver at all 

times. 

During an examination of a wharf, the inspection unit is locked to a 

pile at the surface and is guided downward in a spiral manner by a scuba diver 

so that all portions of the pile surface lie , at some time, between the trans-

mitting and receiving transducers. When a weak signal is received the operator 

informs the diver and a more intensive examination is made , both visually and 

by instrument , to delineate exactly the l ength and cross-sectional l oss  of the 

damaged region. 

At the mudline , the unit is transferred to the next pile  by the diver 

and brought to the surface in the same spiral fashion. To facilitate subsequent 

identification for maintenance or reexamination, a dated tag is  affixed to each 

inspected pile above the high water mark. 

An experimental unit first was used in the field in February, 1961 

and its successful performance on piles with known damage immediately brought 

in numerous requests to BeRC for commercial inspections. Since that date the 

experimental field unit has been rebuilt to accommodate desirable changes 

dictated by experience. The basic sonic sensing equipment is virtually un-

changed in design and most modifications have involved ease of manipulation. 

More than 20 wharves were examined through September, 1962. In 

several instances every pile in an individual wharf was inspected; but for 

most wharves ,  sampling was restricted to a range of 20 to )0 per cent of 
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the total. 

Two inspections have been made on some wh&rTes, with a nuaber of . 

the piles behlg examined in 1961, a second group in 1962 and additicmal. area. 

of the vbarf slated for examination in the future. 

Inspection results are transm.itted to an indiTiduall;r prepared 

report, which includes tables showing the per oent residual bea.rhlg .trength 

of eaoh pile examined, together with the location and the lIone of damage for 

each damaged pUe. A plan drawing also indicates the exact location of each 

pUe and the extent of damage. The oost of inspection raDg8s between 1400 

and ISOO per � dependjng on geographical location. The DaBber of pile • 

........ ned per da;r ranges fro. SO to l2S, depending upon their acoe.sibilit;r, 

length and exposure to unfavorable el_ents suoh as extrae cold, strODB our

rents or mudq vater. Cited costs include transportation and. maintenance ot 

the orew, the inspection itself and preparation of the final report. All 

inspections performed so far have been in the province of British Columbia 

or the state of Washington. 
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DISCUSSION PERIOD AFTER DR. C.  C.  "'ALDEN' S  ADDRESS 

Mr. V.M. Dierden, Elk Falls Co. . Is there any ohance of reduction in cost 

on the basis of more usage , or are you still recovering research oosts? 

Dr. Walden: We are, I would say, still recovering research cost. We are 

prepared, particularly in view ot large scale inspeotion to quote a flat 

rate which will permit ot a lower cost. As you will appreoiate ,  our per 

diem charge is all inclusive within the B.C. area, cOTering transportation, 

maintenance ot our crews on site , actual inspection i tselt, preparation ot 

the data and preparation ot the report. For most jobs , which vary trom. two 

to tour days in length, present charges virtually just cover expenses. For 

larger jobs , we are in a pOSition, I think, to quote a quoted rate that will 

work out at slightly less per diem. 

Mr. Dierden. Do you advocate batch samplings or scattered samplings through

out the dock area? 

Dr. Walden: l3atch samplings is  what we normally do, and this has two purposes, 

but I won' t argue tor its statistical validity. Certainly on a batch sampling 

we can cover much more in the field if we go down a bent ot piles than if we 

cover every fifth pile in every bent throughout the whole dock. There is too 

much transportation and moving ot equipment on the site and it interferes oon

siderably with our output per day. 

Mr. Dierden: Between Dr. Quayle and Dr. Walden. Is there any possibility ot 

considerable variation of the degree ot contamination on a dock, say tive 

hundred feet long. Would it be possible tor us to take a batch sample trom 

one end ot the dock when in actual tact we should take it at the other because 

the teredos are down at that end and not at this end? 

Dr. Walden. I would say that the problem of sampling is not biological in 

nature. 
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Dr. Qsa.xle. There 118.7 be TfI'1:7 great T&riability in that distance. 

Mr. DierdM' So it is pOBsible to guess wrong on docke? You. 11&7 baTe 

JlUch worse cOMi tions in 8.Jl untested area if 70U onl7 test 20 per oent of 

the docks? 
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PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE OF PRESERVATIVE )mmODS 
FOR MARINE PILING IN B.C.  vlATERS 

Mr. G. Bramhall , Research Officer 
VancouTer Laboratory. Forest Products  Research Branoh 

Early Times to 1886 

Protection of marine structures on the British Columbia ooast has 

passed through several periods. The earliest wharves of which we have 8.I\Y' 

record were those built at Nana.imo for the loading of coal. A picture , 

supposed to have been drawn in 1858 shows a ship loading coal at the wharf. 

A Nanaimo member of the Historical Society, however, says that the first 

structures were built between 1863 and 1865. In any case,  from these early 

times to 1886, it seems that all the wharves built on the coast were built 

on untreated piling. 

Because there was not the food supply in the form of log booms 

available, the marine borer population was very low, and the life of '1m-

treated structures l onger than the year or so we can expect today. Even so, 

the maintenance of these wharves required a continual renewal of the piles, 

and the engineers responsible looked for ways to protect their piling. Coal 

tar oreosote was beginning to be recognized even at that time as being an 

effective preservative, but no equipment existed on the west coast for pres-

sure impregnation. A dip treatment of piles in creosote ,  tried at Nanaimo, 

was not very effective. In later experiments ,  the piles were sheathed in 

sheet iron, but this rusted out very quickly and was not worth while. 

Another early method of protection was based on the knowledge 

that the borers did not attack wood which was protected by its bark. In 

order to obtain tight-bark piles , Douglas fir was cut during winter. These 

piles were then driven butt-down, contrary to the usual practice, in order 

to keep the bark intact.  It  would usually remain on the pile about two 
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7ea:rs betore it was removed by- abrasion or sloughing ott, and consequent17 

an additional two y-ears ot lite could be realized trom the pile. 

1886-1912 

By' 1886, British Columbia' s marine service was attaining more 

importance with the completion ot the Canadian Pacitic Railway- to the coast, 

and the demand tor more permanent structures had to be satistied. Thus 

started the second period ot marine construction, from 1886 to 1912. Two 

permanent types of wooden piling were used during this period. eucalyptus 

piling imported from Australia, and Muntz metal-sheathed piles. The first 

lluntz metal-sheathed piles were used in the coal wha.n'es at Union Ba\r in 

1888, and most of these piles were replaced )7 78ars later in 1925, althOUBh 

some remained until the wharf was demolished last Tear, atter 74 78ars ' 

service. The Evans-Coleman wharf, at the foot of Columbia Street on Barrard 

Inlet, is another of this type , built in 1897. It still retains about 75 per 

cent of its original piles. Other piles of this type were used in the North 

Vancouver terminus of the North Vancouver ferry. 

Eucalyptus, or gumwood piling was more widely- used, and for a 

longer period. Gumwood was imported from Australia atter its resistance to 

marine borers became known. The oldest structure is probably- Ki tsilano 

trestle , but although this was built in 1886, it is not known it it was 

buil t on gumwood at that time, or during extensive repairs in 1900. 

Similarly-, the early- histor,y of C.P.R. Pier A is obscure. It was built in 

1890, and extensive repairs were und.erta.ken in 1908, but whether the gwawoocl 

was used in the original wha:rf is not known. other C.P.R. wha:rTes built on 

gumwood pUes were those at Nanaimo and Victoria, and the Publio Works wha:rYee 

at Grantham' s ,  Va.tL9lMJa, Crofton and Union :Bay-. These pUes have all givea 

excellent service , and in those wharves which have been demolished or 
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replaced, the gumwood piles have been salvaged and used in other structures. 

The demand for gumwood piling became so great that the Australian Govemment 

limited its export in order to protect their forests. 

1912 to Present 

The third period of marine construction began in 1912 with the use 

of creosoted piling in B.C. waters. 

Creosote is a distillation by-product of coal in 1ts oonversion to 

coke for use in the blast furnace smelting of iron ore to make steel . Its 

production is directly connected to the demands of the steel industry for 

coke. However, certain components of creosote are in demand as chemical 

intermediates for the manufacture of plastics,  qes , and other products. 

The price and availability of creosote are therefore tied to the coal-miniDg, 

steel , and chemical industries. 

Creosote was proposed in the early l800 ' s as a wood preservative, 

and as early as 1838 ,  a patent for its use in pressure impregnation was 

issued to John Bethell in England. However, 1t was just another of JIl&Jl.T 

suggestions of the time for the preservation ot wood, and it required � 

years ot service before it was more widely recognized. It finally came to 

be used rather widely in the 1870' s, and in about 1905 , a pressure oreosotins 

plant was built in the Seattle area. 

The first creosoted piles were imported from this plant about 1912 

and onward tor use in permanent Department ot Public Works structures at 

Heriot l3a7 on Quadra Island, Cowan' s Cove on Bowen Island, Sa.Va:t'7 Island, 

Shoal B� and Alice Arm, and in C.P.R. Pier D. 

A tew years later, in 1916 , the first creosotiDg plant in British 

Columbia was built at North Vancouver for the Vancouver CreosotiDg Comp&lV"_ 

It remained in operation until a year ago whea the equipment was moved to 
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Canada Creosoting Company' s Sapperton plant. In 1931 , Timber Preservers Ltd. 

opened a pressure treating plant in Burnaby. Since 1916, these two plants . 

have treated about 200 ,000 piles tor use in B.C.  ooastal waters , and in 

addition, shipments of various sizes have been imported from time to time 

from U.S. plants. 

The life of creosoted piling has been variable ,  and many of the 

tactors responsible for premature failures have been discussed to�. How

ever, by contrast ,  there are many wharves which have given excellent service 

with a minimum of maintenance. Among these are Miller' s Landing, Bowen 

Island , demolished after 48 years ; Terminal Dock, Burrard Inlet ,  still giving 

excellent service after ),5 to 39 years , and Musgrave' s  Salt Spring Island, 

40 years old. Many wharves have been demolished after much shorter periods 

of service because the communi ties they served are no longer in existence, 

or, because they had grown to the point where the original wharf was no 

longer adequate. In many cases , the type of service changed, as for example, 

a different type of ferry service, and wharves had to be changed accordingly. 

But where a community' s needs have not changed, and where a preservative .. 

treated wooden struoture has been properly erected and maintained, wooden 

piling has shown its advantages of economy and reliability. 

Concrete piling is probably wooden piling' s most serious competitor. 

Its advantages are a greater degree of permanenoe ,  and a lower fire hazard. 

However, these are offset by a cost of about three times that of creosoted. 

piling, considerably higher erection costs,  and even higher demolition costs 

when this is necessary. It also requires that the deSigner be able to 

estimate with oonfidence the requirements of his client over another halt

centur,r or more. 

Some criticism has recently been levelled at creosote beoause in 
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tropical and semi-tropical waters it has been reported to be attacked by a 

wood borer, L1mnoria t1.i..punctata. Although this borer was recently found in 

the Strait of Georgia, it apparently has not attacked wood treated with 

recommended retentions of creosote in these waters. This is probably because 

it has a perilous existence in our colder climate , and cannot tolerate � 

additional unfavourable conditions. It is possible that !. tripunctata ia 

no more a hazard locally than is our indigenous species !. l1srn.orum. Never

theless , the attacking of creosoted material in tropical waters points out 

that creosote is not necessarily the best preservative that will ever be 

developed, and it is with this critical attitude that we must l ook to the 

future. 

The Future of Preservatives for "/ooden Marine Structures 

Two main factors must be considered in thinking of preservatives 

for the futures the need for a better preservative , and the future avail

ability of creosote. As has already been stated ,  creosote is a by-product 

in converting ooal to coke for the smelting of iron ore. But oonsiderable 

research has been done in the steel industry to reduce ores using natural 

gas or high-grade coal to replace part of the coke. Such methods are now in 

commercial use , though not throughout the entire industry. It has been 

demonstrated that with these new techniques, 50 per cent higher production 

of steel can be achieved in present equipment , using 40 per cent l ess ooke 

per ton. A similar reduction in creosote production would be expected. 

While creosote will be in shorter supply than at present , it will 

continue to be in demand by the chemical industry for the production of 

chemicals used in plastics, �es , and other chemical products. The amount 

diverted to these products may be expected to increase. A complicating 

factor here is the lower quantities to be used in wood preservation. For the 
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last 40 years , creosote ' s  greatest use has been in the treatment of rail� 

ties , but here the wood preser.ation industry has worked itself out of a 

market. As the railways were converted to the use of creosoted ties , these 

have lasted an average of 40 years , a.nd the demand for replacements has 

dropped off. The creosote produoers are therefore promoting new uses , which 

in the future will compete for the available oreosote, making l ess available 

for preservation. 

For these reasons , interested research laboratories are conducting 

exposure tests of possible new preservatives . The U.S. Nav.r and the Forest 

Products Research Branch (Canada) are both active in this field. The U.S. 

Navy has had hundreds of chemicals under test for over three years , and � 

more years will be required for their complete evaluation. 

One of the most promising of these new compounds is tributyl tin 

oxide. It has proved very effective against Teredo in California at solids 

retentions of 1/4 lb. per ou. ft. , but it is attaoked by Limnoria in Hawaiian 

waters within six months. On the other hand , the inolusion of oertain insect

icides such as endrin and dieldrin in tributyl tin oxide formulations gives 

protection against all types of borers. 

These oompounds are qui te expensive at the present time , but thq 

have s ome very distinct advantages I they are very resistant to fouling by 

barnacles and other marine organisms , and they do not change the appearance 

of the wood. They are clean compounds that oan be painted over as soon as 

the solvent evaporates. Because of the low loadings required, they can be 

used on float logs without affecting their buoyancy. 

The tests oonducted by the Forest Products Research Branch are not 

nearly so extensive , nor have they been exposed so long. They were set up 

just about a year ago , and include two types of creosote , and these creosotes 
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oOlllbined with ooal tar, five ohromium-fixed salts , compounds of pentachloro

phenol , and of uranium, and copper and zi11c naphthenates , as well as tr:t1nit71 

tin �lde and this compound with an inseoticide. Several of the materials 

haTe tailed already, but most compounds look quite good after a year' s 

�xposure. 

The formulations whioh have so tar been attacked are .  VolJDan salt, 

the metallic salts of pentachlorophenol , the uranium salts of naphthenio acid 

and pentachlorophenol, and zinc naphthenate. 

The four oreosote and creosote-coal tar mixtures have not been 

attacked. 'lTibut7l tin oxide looks very good, and so do the various chromium

fixed compounds , including Boliden K-JJ. IncidentallT, this last oompound is 

also being tested bY' the B.C. Research Council in San Franoisco BaY', and i8 

showing up well after over a Y'ear' s exposure. 

In British Columbia, where there is a good supplY' of sui table 

material , the advantages of wooden piling will continue to reoommend. it for 

marine construction, but we can expect longer life trom these structures as 

present preservatives are improved, as better preservatives are developed, 

and as better handling and construction teohniques are practised. 
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DISCUSSION PERIOD AFTER MR. G. BR.AMHALti S PAPER 

Mr. W.G .  Garry, Royal Canadian Na'7, EsquimaJ. t. Bave you exaained iI.i:\r ot 

these protective envelopes that we are getting pushed at us? Some of these 

polyv1ny'l s ,  sheath coverings , and a:n:ything of that nature. 

Mr. Bramhall . We haven' t examined them as Tet. I hope this summer we will 

be able to get some of these and try them out. 

Mr. W.M. Dierden, Elk Falls Co. a We have one pile at Elk Fall s which was 

covered with this PVC coat TOU mentioned over a Tear ago--I think it vas a 

Tear ago last Februar,.. It has been tested for oXTgen contsnt at odd inter

vals bT the people who installed it. The oJty'gen content is awaT below that 

which would support marine life. 

Dr. Gardner. What does PVC stand for? 

Mr. Dierden. Sixt,--mU black PVC covering installed from a.bove the surface 

with the j oints formed bT la.ps at either end of the PVC covering and then 

twisted together, tightened up , and naUed with monel nails onto the pUe. 

Dr- Gardner. Have TOU a:ny experience, Sir, that Tou could tell us about? 

Mr. Garry' We tried an installation of our own, .but mechanical damage was 

the problem. It is too tender for our purposes. 

Qgestion. Was this TBTO pressure-impregnated? 

Mr. Bramhall . Yes , we pressure-impregnated it. 

Mr. McGowan. What temperatures did Tou use ,  George , with TBl'O? 

Mr. Bramhall . At the present time , we have oru.,. treated small samples in 

which we bave run them cold. But it is a question of Tour solvent. One of 

the reasons for creosoting hot is to reduce the viscosit,- aDd improve the 

penetration. Another is to remove moisture from the wood. There are several. 

considerations in deciding on the temperature to be used. 

Qgestiona Have TOU added dieldrin to creosote? 
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Mr. Bramhall , We haven' t tried it , but we may do so this year. 

9Hestion. Has there been � attempt made to test the encapsulation of a 

wood pile with a plastic resin? 

Mr. Bramhall :  I don' t know about it. No. 

pre P . C .  Trusse1 , B. C. Research Council s Fibreglass has been used. It is 

very expensive but it works. 

Dr. Gardner. The thing about the plastic foil or fibre , whether applied as 

foil or sprayed on, as the gentleman from the Navy points out, is the meoh

anical breakage of it. The minute you break in you are back in trouble again. 

Dr- Trussell . George , on these Muntz-metal coated piles at Evans-Coleman & 

Evans Wharf, how many , still have the sheathing on? A.ny? 

Mr. Bramhall s Yes , practically all of them but they are punctureiin JDS.ny 

places. In 1949 they removed two or three for a matter of general interest. 

This was before we were interested at the Vancouver Laboratory so they sent 

some of the samples back to our Ottawa laboratory where they were analysed. 

They found that the copper had dissolved in the sea water, penetrated to 

about 1/8 of an inch, then reprecipitated. So the outer 1/8 inch was loaded 

with copper salt. 

Dr. Trussel1 s I realized this and that' s why I asked whether the sheathing 

was still on. 

Mr. Bramhall : Yes--that particular pile which is on display came out of their 

wharf in 1957. This was a result of collision by a mooring ship which went 

ahead instead of going in reverse. I went down there and got this section of 

pile. 

9gestion: With sheathing, 1£ there is tmy crack or hole formed you could 

easily get attack, but I notice that this one has holes in it, but pre8\l1DB.b17 

no attack. This copper precipitation must be quite potent. Another questioB 
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I have is , have you tried lindane? 

Mr. Bramhall . We haven' t tried it-the U.S. Navy has , and apparently that is 

quite effective too. In my paper, I gave only a few examples rather than the 

complete picture. 

Question' I think they are trying it in Ge� right now. 

Question. Have you had any experience with poisons-various types of poisons? 

To treat the whole area around the wharf or in particular these bore holes 

and such? 

Mr. Bramhall .  The whole question of preservatives is one of poison. We 

don' t normally use the term, but creosote , copper salts, zinc salts , arsenic 

salts , they are all used and they are all poisonous. 

Qeestion. How about treating the whole area? 

Dr. Gardners Treating the water? 

Dr. Qeayle .  The Department of Fisheries would n o  doubt b e  concerned with 

such a procedure. 

Dr. Gardner. I wonder if the question is understood. 

Question: Well I know it has been done to treat rot and such like , and it 

this has been done extensively well what would be the difference • • • • •  

Mr. Bramhall , Well , it is just that it is so temporary. In the case ot log 

rafts you only need protection for three to six months , say, but in the case 

of a marine structure you are looking for thirty to forty years lite and 

repeated treatment every six months or so is just not economical. 

Mr. Corbett. I think it is being done in a number of installations by the 

:B. C. Toll Authority. Their floating wharves at Horseshoe :sq, Earlt s  Cove 

and Sal tery :Bay are examples. Every six months they treat these structures 

with an arsenite spray. 

Dr. Walden, There are a number of installations . They are largely floating 
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installations which are being treated. twice a year, and they are large17 

constructed of untreated logs , green logs , where buoyancy is parsmount. 

There are techniques worked out whereby we can sprinkle them muoh in the 

same manner that log rafts are sprinkled. In some instanoes they can be 

enrobed in polythene and treated with the same chemical , whioh is sodiUJll 

arsenite. These are struotures which would be replaced every two years, but 

with untreated materials. 

Mr. ::Bramhall . This is a possible use for T13TO where the ooncentration ot 

ohemioal is so low it wouldn' t affeot the buoyanoy after the solvent has 

dried out. This , of oourse , is s�ill in the future. 

Mr. S.S .  Jvf.artin, Imperial Oil s You mentioned that in the use of TBTO, there 

were no barnacles adhering. Is there any relationship between the barnacle 

adheSion to wooden p iling and the various marine borers? 

Mr. Bramhall .  Dr. Quayle , would you answer that? 

Dr. Qu&les Really not. If you have a heavy enough barnacle set on a piece 

of wood it will inhibit the settlement of the other borers , but the season 

for barnaoles , depending on ciroumstances ,  mq not last for a very long time. 

Mr. Bramhall . Does the fact that it is resistant to barnacles give � 

indioation that it is resistant to Bankia? 

Dr. Quayle .  There is a general oorrelation, but there are some ohemicals 

that are quite speoifio for orustaceans and do not affect lamellibranchs. 

Questions My question was really based on the carrying of the larvae of the 

marine borers. Is it in any way related to barnacles or an;y other crustacean 

adhering to a piling? 

Dr. Qua.:yle .  There i s  no relation. 

Mr. Dierdens Has there been a� investigation into electronic devices 

either for repelling or killing larva as they approach the deck outside at 
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electric fish barriers? 

Hr. Era.mha.ll s Not of that type, but quite a few years ago they tried the 

electrolysis of the water to liberate chlorine , but it was harder on the 

observers than it was on the teredos. 

D)::. Trussell I We have tried killing them with AC and DC and also by chlorine 

generation by electrolysis. These methods are impractical. We are dealing 

here with imbedded borers which can ''hole up" and thereby be protected in the 

wood. 

)hot Dierden. Would ultra sonics have any effect on them? 

Dr. Trussell . If you provided enough energy it would probably blast the wood 

to pieces before it would kill all the borers. Just to give you an illustration 

we experimented wi th � te a few yea:rs ago. We used two pounds of dynamite 

placed ten or twelve feet below the raft; this was about as close as we could 

get without seriously damaging the structures. A charge of that sort would 

result in about 75 per cent kill of the borers. The next day 25 per cent were 

still active , which would mean several hundred per square foot. Thus the 

ability of the borers to protect themselves is quite substantial. The surface 

of the log I might add could be splintered and yet the animals would be extend

ing their syphons out beyond these splinters and still be in business. 

)hot P.D. Christerson, Amerioan Wood Preservers ' Institutes Some of the group 

may be interested in the approach taken t o  this problem in the United States 

from the standpoint of marine piling. I think most of you are familiar with 

the fact that there have been failures--our U.S. Navy was certainly aware of 

the problem, especially at Ford Island, Pearl Harbour, Guantanamo Bay and at 

the Panama CMSl.. They actually told our industry that until such time as we 

could produce a dependable product ,  they were going to use alternate materials. 

So with that urging, in co-operation with the treating industry and the Depart-
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ment of Commerce , it was determined that new specifications must be estab

l i shed. Over the last few years , new Commercial standards have been developed 

and published by the Department of Commerce , working in co-operation with our 

industry, the Navy, and the Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wisconsin. 

Separate specifications have been established for fir and southern yellow 

pine. These are "results-type specifications" where you can take the 

finished products and determine the amount of preservative in there. 

Now it is very new in concept. Here for the first time one speo

ification includes the quality of the untreated pil e ,  provides all the 

details concerning treatment , inspection and buyer' s privileges. The 

changes actually require a broader selection of material. And while I am 

explaining these I am not inferring that this is necessary in Canada and 

in British Columbia, I am just explaining it because you will undoubtedly 

hear reference to the policing action the industry has taken as we go on. 

They have established newer and different preservatives , higher in aromatics. 

They have established deeper retentions , penetrations and in the case of 

Douglas fir, a minimum of 20 lb. per cu. ft. in the outer two inohes . These 

retentions are determined by assay rather than by tank gauge readings. 

Privileges for the buyer for his re-inspection rights are established. 

The American Wood Preservers I !nati tute established a subsidiary 

corporation, The American Wood Preservers ' Bureau, whioh is the policing 

organization. B.r qualifying plants and inspection personnel and by inspect

ing p iling, the Bureau ensures that piles bearing its W&1."ranty meet at l east 

the mjnimuJU standards. This is actually the best piling that the industry 

knows how to produoe. With that now the Navy has prepared new military 

specifications for their Bureau of Yards and Dooks , stating that these are 

the piling according to those oommercial standards and bearing the AWPI 
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quality mark that they will be using. That is starting--in fact it started 

in reoent months--reoapturing of the marltet espeoially in Southern California 

and the Gulf States with the Federal Government.. Anyone that has questions 

or wishes to write for oopies 6£ the commercial standard, may contact Us'. 

Dr. Gardner: That is the American Wo6d Preserversf Institute in Chicago? 

Mr. Christerson. In Chicago or Portland* Oar address there is with the 

West Coast Lumbermen' s  Association. A. note addressed. to AWPI, in care of 

West Coa.st Lumbermen' s  Assooiation, Portland, will get us. 

Dr. Gardners Has there been any change in the fractionation of creosote 

over the years?' 

Mr. Bramhall' Yes.  There have been changes from time to time. Fr om  the 

earliest times there has been a demand by the chemical industry for starting 

products for plastics , dyes , drugs and so on. 

Dr. Gardner: What is  the criterion of toxicity of creosote? 

Mr. Bramhall : Toxicity as suoh is not defined in the specifications. It 

is defined according to boiling ranges and specific gravities of particUlar 

fractions. 

�. Gardners EUt no toxic threshold has been established? 

Mr. Bramha;l.l J Oh yes , it is well establi shed, but not in the specifications. 

Providing it comes within the specifications , creosote has al�s done a good 

j ob • • • • •  EUt the specifications have nothing to do with toxicity, they are 

based. on specific gravity, boiling range , and the coal-tar source of the 

creosote. 

Mr. Christerson. There are several different grades of creosote. The com.

mercial standards specify a grade three which defines various fractions in 

suah a manner as will provide creosote high in aromatics. You must consider 

that aromatici ty has a relationship to toxicity against marine borers , not 
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directly proportional , but approximately proportional in accordance with the 

square of the aromatics present. Because it does have a relation, this is 

recognized by requiring, for marine use ,  the particular Grade J creosote 

defined by our Federal Specifications. 

Dr, Gardner. In the case of these marine organisms, is the proteotion 

provided by oreosote a mechanical one, a fouling one , or is  it toxicity? 

Mr. Bramhall , Toxici ty 0 

Mr. Christerson, There are various views , we have had people from our Gulf 

States that have indioated that a good preservative that has proven well i8 

oreosote mixed with coal tar solutions. The oontention, shared by Ralph Mann, 

who was oited earlier as being an authority, was that the added mechanical 

advantage brought about by mixing coal tar with creosote was helpful in 

addition to the toxicity. 

Dr. Gardner' I am thinking about researoh and what should and what shouldnt 1;  

be done. Has there been any work done to establish which fraction is most 

toxio? 

Mr. Bramhall' The U.S .  Forest Produots Laboratory has done a tremendous 

amount of work on that. 

Dr. Gardners It is well oovered? 

Mr. Bramhall . l<Ia.:ny different oompounds are responeible for toxioity, and 

a mixture is always better than any one separately. The large number of 

ingredients in oreosote aids toxioity. 

Mr. Dierdcm' Has there been any investigation into the equivaJ.ent or 

systemio insecticides? 

Dr. Gardner: You mean feeding the tree something that would make it un

palatable? 

Mr. Dierden: Yes ,  you would feed the tree this and it would absorb sOlIe 
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fraction of som.ething that would make it 1mpalatable. It ' s  rather far out, 

but I know systemio insecticides are being investigated. 

Dr. Gardner. That' s  an interesting possibility. 

Dr. Quayle I There was an investigation oonduoted by a ohap here at the 

university on the injection of sodium arsenite tor debarkiDg. Hewever, I 

tested the wood at Ladyslli th with the hope that perhaps there was enough 

remaining in the wood to inhibit marine borere , but l3anlda ate it up. 

Mr. :B. Sivak, U.:B. C .  Student . This has been done in forest pathology against 

parasitic plants on trees. They injeot the chemical into the bole of the tree 

and it is distributed by the water stream. It has been ver" sucoessfUl. 

Dr. Gardner. Well certainly it is theeretically possible, but I don' t know 

whether we have at the present time a poison that would be toxio enoqgh te 

get in there at appropriate levels. 

Mr. Dierden. Isn' t it also a ohange of th1nld.Ilg from silviculture to 

arborcul ture? 

pr. Gardner. I grant you. 

9Jlestion. What is the property of gmnwood that makes it so good? 

Mr. :Bramhall . It contains silica; to put it ver.y crudely', the teredo wears 

its teeth down betore it can wear the wood down. 

Dr. Gardner. Several Australian species have a fairly high content of silica 

and you will find that practically fIVer:! speoies grown in Australia and in 

that part of the world has been thoroughly examined tor its silica oontent, 

hoping they would tind another species with a high silica content and thea 

have another resistant species. 

Question. Could silica be used as a treatment. 

Dr. Gardner. It is a case ot getting it in there and then stabiliziDg it 

there. This is a problem that people interested in fire retardants are 
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working on presently. 

Dr. \valdens There were two Australian investigators by the name of Amos and 

Tack who tried this by sequential impregnation and it worked reasonably well , 

but it was never used connnercia11y. At the Research Council ,  we have prepared 

plywood with silica in the glue-lines which also resists attack ver,r well , but 

has never reached the commercial development stage. 

Dr. Gardners One thing about the silica in p1ywood--I can remember it was 

good against the teredos,  but it was also good against the saws. 

Qaestion, A question about dock inspection. After the pile driving people 

have completed a dock, are there any efforts to inspect the piling beneath 

the dock under water before it is accepted by the oompany? 

Mr. Corbett . Not usually. I have not run into it. 

Question: Would it be a useful practioe , because it would be the only w� 

to tell if a pil e  were over-driven. 

l>""..r. Dode;E!1 It probably could be , but you wouldn' t  be very successful in 

finding that they had been over-driven, and also it would not be as muoh 

value as proper inspection at the top and during driving. 

Qaestion: I have a question for Mr. Corbett . You mentioned the failure of 

piling on which the tips had been cut off--driven into quarried rock, which 

I understand has very sharp edges. Because a point of ;rour paper was to 

avoid
' 

driving sharp objects into piles while they are at the surface. Is 

this not doing the same thing under water? 

Mr. Corbett : Yes ,  I would say that it is poor practice , but there are cases 

where it is done . Maybe not so much in quarried rock, but quite otten 

attempts are made to drive a pile into broken bed rock. Sometimes the)" 

haven' t made any investigation of the site , and are not aware of the rock, 

or sometimes they just sit a post on the rook. 
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Dr. Gardner. I think we are all indebted to our speakers today. They 

have done a good deal of work to prepare material for you. They bave 

answered your questions as best they can, and I think you bave had an 

opportuni ty in the breaks and at noon to have some discussion, meet your 

competitors and meet your friends. � way you look at it, it' s a good 

idea to talk about what we ' re doing--the good parts about it , the bad parts 

about it , and what we should do in the future. So I think with this 

sucoessful day behind us, we oan look forward t o  baving a similar s11DPosiua 

going on from here next year or the year after. I don' t know what the 

father-organization behind this symposium has in mind, but maybe some of 

us can influence them to have another one if you wish it. In the meantime, 

thank you ver,y much for coming. 


